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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores channel modelling approaches to the land mobile satellite (LMS)
channel in S-band, focussing on the implementation of multiple input multiple output
techniques through the use of dual polarisation. An Enhanced Statistical Model is
presented and the output of this model is analysed and compared to the two cur-
rent state-of-the-art models that simulate the dual polarised LMS channel, i.e. the
statistical Liolis-CTTC model and the geometric ray-tracing QuaDRiGa model.
The enhanced model builds on the Liolis-CTTC model and presents solutions to a
number of issues that arise in the statistical modelling process. The enhancements in
the new model include imposing temporal correlation on the slow variations without
unwanted high frequency components from low-pass filtering, introducing Doppler ef-
fects including Doppler shaping of the fast variations, implementing a smooth state
transition process and also implementing an interpolation process to sample the chan-
nel at the required sub-symbol rate for transmission.
In addition to the analysis of the three models, real channel measurements of the
dual polarised LMS channel from the MIMOSA campaign are analysed. A statistical
comparison between the models and the real measurement data for simulated journeys
in a number of user environments is conducted through analysis of the timeseries, the
cumulative density function (CDF), average fading duration (AFD) and level-crossing
rate (LCR). Capacity analysis and eigenvalue analysis is also conducted and allows
for validation of the enhanced model. The comparisons with the measurement data
show good agreement between the real measurement data and the enhanced model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Purpose of Thesis
The purpose of this research was to enhance the current knowledge of and research
into the land mobile satellite (LMS) channel with an aim to produce an accurate
and easy-to-use channel model and simulation tool for investigating and analysing
transmissions in the LMS channel using dual polarised antenna. The channel model
should accurately reflect the physical processes that occur in wireless signal propaga-
tion, specifically considering transmissions from space to the Earth and should allow
for analysis of transmission metrics in various scenarios and conditions.
We are accustomed to the notion of a satellite transmitting data to Earth, for example,
many people will have used satellite television at home, used a Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) navigation system whilst driving or perhaps, although less
likely, they may have used satellite radio in their car, a satellite phone to make a
phone call from a remote area or used a phone or internet terminal on a ship at sea.
These various examples of satellite transmissions introduce the idea that sometimes
the receiver on Earth may be a fixed terminal, such as a home-based satellite TV
receiver, or the receiver may be a mobile device, such as a satellite telephone. This
research primarily focusses on transmissions from a satellite to a mobile terminal. In
this scenario, we refer to the person on Earth receiving data from the satellite as the
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user and we refer to the communications channel through which information is sent
from the satellite to the user as the land mobile satellite channel. The LMS channel
therefore describes a specific communications scenario in which a satellite in orbit
around the Earth transmits data to a user with a mobile receiver on Earth.
In developing satellite systems we seek to create e↵ective and e cient communications
systems. The interaction between satellites, ground based segments or relays and
the user must be thoroughly investigated through the process of channel modelling.
Channel modelling also allows us to explore the application of new technologies in
satellite systems and explore the potential of implementing new hardware or software
components.
This research focusses on a specific channel in which a transmission occurs from a
satellite directly to the user’s mobile device. Although the specific application of
the mobile device is not considered, we may assume that the device is receiving a
broadcast signal from the satellite. As we are interested in a mobile scenario, we may
consider the user is moving at a speed up to that typical of a moving car. In addition
to this, the application of dual polarised antenna at the satellite and on the user’s
mobile receiver is explored. The application of dual polarised antenna is of interest
as they allow the application of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques
in a satellite scenario. It is critical to explore if satellite systems can achieve similar
gains to terrestrial systems that incorporate MIMO techniques and building a realistic,
accurate and easy-to-use channel model will facilitate such research.
1.2 Purpose of Channel Modelling Research
Channel modelling is a crucial step in the design of communications systems. Dif-
ferent channels have unique challenges and accurate channel models allow designers
and engineers to test and assess the impact of any aspect of a communication system
including new hardware such as antenna, new protocols and various networking strate-
gies. Considering the high cost of satellite deployment, simulations of the propagation
environment are particularly important, as in-situ testing is too expensive.
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The development of accurate models to simulate the land mobile satellite (LMS)
channel is vital to provide tools for system design and performance analysis. There
are a number of modelling approaches that may be used in the LMS context each
o↵ering a trade-o↵ between accuracy and complexity/simulation time. Statistical
models [1], [4] provide the benefits of low simulation time and are adequate in deter-
mining narrowband channels. Deterministic models[5] using ray-tracing algorithms
or asymptotic methods provide more accurate wideband simulations for more com-
plex scenarios such as Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), however they are
time-consuming both in terms of creating the model and using the model for simula-
tion. Hybrid physical-statistical approaches [6], [7] also exist which aim to o↵er low
complexity and high accuracy.
At present two types of model are particularly popular in the simulation of the dual
polarised LMS channel. The first is statistical models, these models have the benefit of
low complexity and reduced simulation time. A ‘versatile’ two-state LMS model com-
prising of good and bad states with state transitions determined by either a Markov
or semi-Markov chain is proposed in [2]. The model was adapted in [1] to include
polarisation diversity techniques and produce the Liolis-CTTC model . The Liolis-
CTTC model is further developed in this research to create the Enhanced Statistical
Model [8], this model includes a number of extensions to the original statistical model
including Doppler e↵ects and smooth state transitions.
The second type of model is a geometric stochastic channel model that uses statistical
ray-tracing and is developed from the analysis of data from the MIMO channel for
mobile SAtellite systems (MIMOSA) measurement campaign. The Quasi Determin-
istic Radio channel Generator (QuaDRiGa) [7] is an evolution of the Wireless World
Initiative for New Radio (WINNER) model for terrestrial radio [9]. A mobile receiver
can be simulated to travel through the environment on a random path or a deter-
mined path. User environments are simulated that contain clusters of scatterers and
the received signal is calculated from the addition of the reflected components from
each scatterer cluster.
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1.3 Research Context
Current state-of-the-art research follows parallel strands of advancements and im-
provements in channel modelling approaches and measurement campaigns which fur-
ther inform channel model development. Research covers a wide range of areas and
applications including but not limited to coverage for outdoor mobile devices for pedes-
trians using low frequency bands, coverage for indoor passengers on fast-moving trains
using higher frequency bands, transmissions to aeronautical & nautical vessels and
global satellite positioning services. Research not only involves producing accurate
channel models and measurement campaign but also aims to develop transmission
strategies, modulation schemes, signal processing techniques, networking strategies
and to include advancements in hardware and technology.
Within the area of L-band or S-band research, channel models focus on a number of
key modelling aspects, including state transitions, state duration and quantifying the
impact of the environment on signal propagation. Narrowband models are typical as
the LMS channel is considered not to be frequency selective and this assumption aids
simplification of the modelling process without loss of accuracy. Narrowband models
are presented in [1], [10], [11], [12].
In [13] a comprehensive list of measurement campaigns and channel models for multi-
antenna satellite systems is presented. This provides an overview of diversity through
dual polarisation MIMO, multi-satellite MIMO, and hybrid terrestrial-satellite sys-
tems and highlights the need for general, standardised measurements and validated
models.
The characteristics of a three-state Markov and Loo distribution single-input single-
output (SISO) LMS channel model are described in [14] which contains LOS, moderate
shadowing and deep shadowing conditions. Also, channel measurements of an S-band
LMS channel are presented to determine state probabilities and state transition prob-
abilities for open, suburban, intermediate tree shadowed (ITS), heavy tree shadowed
(HTS) and urban environments through a range of satellite elevation angles from 40°to
80°. Other parameters are derived from the data, including state duration, duration
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of state transitions, parameters for determining the Loo distribution and intra-state
correlation lengths.
In [4] a statistical model of the SISO LMS channel is presented which includes parame-
ters to generate Loo distribution parameters and Markov chain parameters in L-band,
S-band and Ka-bands and compare narrowband with wideband scenarios assuming
the multipath component excess delays are exponentially distributed and including
the analysis of instantaneous power delay profiles. The parameters are derived from
a number of data sets including those obtained by the University of Bradford, DLR,
IAS Gras and the University of Surrey.
A general shift towards channel models with two-states as opposed to three-states
occurs within the SISO LMS context. In [2] a two-state SISO LMS model with Loo
distribution and both semi-Markov and Markov chains is presented with versatile
good and bad states that describe the variations in the received signal. Parameters
are derived from data sets in S-band and L-band. This model shows better agreement
with measurement data sets than previous three-state models.
Early dual polarised MIMO LMS channel models are based on the extension of SISO
LMS models to include MIMO dimensions. A statistical two-state MIMO Markov
model with Loo distribution is proposed in [1] and 1% outage capacity for a 2.2GHz
S-band LMS channel for open, suburban and urban environments are presented.
This paper consolidates validated SISO LMS concepts and dual-polarisation concepts
to produce a dual polarised MIMO LMS model with a simple to follow simulation
method. It builds on the work of [14], [2] & [3]. A measurement of the dual polarised
MIMO LMS channel is conducted in [3] and a subsequent narrowband channel model
is presented with large-scale and small-scale correlation coe cients between MIMO
channels derived from measurements of di↵erent environments.
The benefits of dual polarised MIMO in LMS channels are demonstrated in [15] by
analysis of ergodic capacity of a dual polarised MIMO channel with Rician distri-
bution, the authors find using dual polarised antennas provides 1.5 dB power gain
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in high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scenarios compared with using non-polarised an-
tennas. The authors of [16] also assess the capacity benefits of dual-polarisation per
beam.
In [17] a two-state narrowband SISO LMS is proposed for a single-satellite configura-
tion in S-band using parameters from the satellite diversity focussed Mobile satellite
channeL with Angle DiversitY (MiLADY) measurement campaign. An improved ap-
proach to modelling the Loo distribution is proposed by analysis of the mean of the
lognormal signal’s relationship to state length. In addition a Doppler shift is applied
through a Butterworth filter.
The MIMO channel for mobile SAtellite systems (MIMOSA) campaign provides the
data for the Quasi Deterministic Radio channel Generator (QuaDRiGa) model [7], a
geometric stochastic channel model that uses statistical ray-tracing for wideband and
narrowband channels. The QuaDRiGa model is an evolution of the Wireless World
Initiative for New Radio (WINNER) model for terrestrial radio and allows for vary-
ing speed of the mobile terminal, antenna parameters customisation and geometric
polarisation modelling.
Wideband models are also presented in [18] and in [7] an evolution of the WINNER
model is presented which encompasses narrowband and wideband models.
1.4 Methodology and Scope of Research
The objective of the research was to create a robust and realistic model of the LMS
channel using dual polarised antenna that was suitable for use in a range of user
environments. It was intended to produce a model to use as a simulation tool to gen-
erate a timeseries and allow analysis of the signal level with the ability to manipulate
parameters to investigate a range of scenarios and user environments
It was observed after extensive review of the current literature of the research in
this topic that a gap existed in which a full channel model for dual polarised LMS
transmissions was needed. It was observed that research into this particular channel
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was valid as use of dual polarised LMS transmission may be incorporated into exist-
ing satellite systems and may provide solutions to particularly remote or challenging
circumstances in which people may need access to a communication system.
To achieve this goal a simple statistical model was used as a framework for develop-
ment and enhancement into which various improvements were incorporated. Areas
within the model were identified that were limited or could be improved upon to
increase the model’s reliability. Extensive research of models of various satellite chan-
nels and also of dual polarised transmissions in terrestrial setting yielded knowledge
of area for improvement. The major contribution of the thesis is in applying Doppler
shaping to the received signal in the channel model. Doppler e↵ects are significant in
the di↵use multipath component of the received signal and correct modelling of the
Doppler e↵ects is important in achieving an accurate model.
Validation of the new model was achieved through comparison with two widely ac-
cepted models of the dual polarised LMS channel, i.e. the statistical Liolis-CTTC
model and the more complex geometric stochastic QuaDRiGa model. The agreement
between the models was explored through statistical analysis of the timeseries out-
put of each model. In addition to this the new model’s output was also compared
to real channel measurements taken from the European Space Agency’s (ESA) MI-
MOSA measurement campaign. The enhancements to the model clearly improve the
reliability of the model and further validate the model.
It is the aim of this research to provide a simulation tool useful for investigating
applications of the dual polarised LMS channel through simulation of signal processing
techniques and transmission schemes.
1.5 Contributions
This thesis aims to expand upon current channel models that exist in literature, for
example, [1] & [19] and include some essential components to create a more realistic
dual polarised LMS channel simulation tool.
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The specific contributions to the process of channel modelling are:
(i) An enhanced statistical model is presented incorporating a number of important
characteristics of the dual polarised LMS channel. These include:
• introducing Doppler e↵ects including Doppler shaping of the fast variations for
more realistic simulation of the channel and the spectrum of the received signal
• implementing a smooth semi-Markov state transition process for improved mod-
elling of state transitions
• a temporal correlation process on the slow variations which does not create the
unwanted high frequency components associated with low-pass filtering of the
slow variations
• implementing an interpolation process to sample the channel at the required sub-
symbol rate for transmission to allow simulation of di↵erent coding techniques
(ii) In addition to these contributions the thesis also includes a comparison with
experimental measurement data enabling validation of the model and critical analysis
of the enhancements within the model.
1.6 Structure of Thesis
The structure of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2: This chapter introduces the land mobile satellite channel with the ap-
plication of dual polarised MIMO for the purpose of increased diversity and spectral
e ciency. The characteristics of the dual polarised MIMO LMS channel are described
along with the di↵erent modelling approaches used to simulate the LMS channel and
generate a timeseries to facilitate analysis of the channel.
Chapter 3: The Enhanced Statistical LMS model is described with step-by-step in-
structions for modelling and simulation. The model includes a number of enhance-
ments to the current baseline statistical model approaches in literature including
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Doppler shaping of the fast variations, the implementation of a smooth state transition
process and also the introduction of an interpolation process to sample the channel
at the required sub-symbol rate for transmission.
Chapter 4: Two current state-of-the-art channel models are introduced, the statistical
Liolis-CTTC model and the geometric QuaDRiGa model. An extensive analysis of
the timeseries output of the Enhanced Statistical model is conducted and presented
in addition to a comparison between the results and those of the Liolis-CTTC model
and the QuaDRiGa model.
Chapter 5: Details of the MIMOSA measurement campaign are given from which real
measurements of the dual polarised LMS channel were obtained and used for compar-
ison and analysis of the models. Analysis of the timeseries output of the Enhanced
Statistical model is conducted and the model is validated through comparison with
measurement data from the MIMOSA campaign.
Chapter 6: The thesis concludes with an outline of the future work intended by the
author and a summary and discussion of the implications of this body of research and
the conclusions derived from it.
1.7 Publications
1.7.1 Conference Proceedings
Below is a list of publications that have been included in various conference proceed-
ings and are available on the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
Xplore Digital Library.
• “An Enhanced Statistical Model for the Dual Polarised MIMO Land Mobile
Satellite Channel”, F. Nı´ Mheara´in, M. Sellathurai and F. Pe´rez Fonta´n.
Included in the proceedings of The 8th European Conference on Antennas and
Propagation, 6-11th April 2014, The Hague, The Netherlands, pp. 1 - 5.
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• “A Comparison of Precoding Techniques for the Dual Polarised Land Mobile
Satellite Channel”, F. Nı´ Mheara´in, M. Sellathurai and C. Mastouros.
Included in the proceedings of The 7th Advanced Satellite Multimedia Systems
Conference and the 13th Signal Processing for Space Communications Workshop,
8-10th September 2014, Livorno, Italy, pp. 32 - 36.
• “A Comparison of Statistical and Geometric Models for the Dual Polarised
MIMO Land Mobile Satellite Channel”, F. Nı´ Mheara´in, M. Sellathurai and F.
Pe´rez Fonta´n
Included in the proceedings of The 81st IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference,
11-14th May 2015, Glasgow, Scotland, pp. 3031 - 3035.
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The Land Mobile Satellite Channel
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes general characteristics of the land mobile satellite (LMS) chan-
nel, i.e. the channel that comprises transmissions from a satellite to a mobile device
on Earth. The key physics concepts that e↵ect LMS transmissions are described and
their inclusion in the channel modelling process is explored in addition to any as-
sumptions that are typically made when modelling this particular communications
channel.
One of the main characteristics of the LMS channel is the e↵ect of shadowing and
blockage on the signal travelling from the satellite to the user which leads to di↵erent
categories of signal reception. Shadowing and blockage occur due to objects in the user
environment causing the signal reception to change as the mobile receiver moves thus
creating di↵erent signal level ‘states’. A description of how to model di↵erent states
is included by considering di↵erent rates of variation within the signal. Markov and
semi-Markov chains are described and how they can be used to model the mechanism
of changing from one state to another state within the model. In addition, aspects of
the channel that lead to correlation in time and frequency are considered and common
statistical distributions that describe the dynamic range of the received signal are
outlined.
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2.1.1 The Role of Satellites in Communication Systems
The role of satellites has become a major component of the European telecommu-
nications industry. This is highlighted by the work of a number of organisations
seeking to improve and develop European telecommunication infrastructure. For ex-
ample, The European Space Agency (ESA) collaborate with third parties to support
research and development within the telecommunications sector with a focus on satel-
lite based services through the Advanced Research in Telecommunication Systems
project (ARTES) [20]. Some of the projects within this initiative provide the bases of
the research presented in this thesis and have promoted satellite research in academic
contexts, for example the Characterisation of the MIMO Channel for Mobile Satellite
Systems project (MIMOSA) [21] and the Mobile Satellite Channel with Angle Diver-
sity project (MiLADY) [22], both projects will be discussed in more detail in Chapter
5.
Satellites were first used in telecommunications for remote telephone calls and transat-
lantic television broadcasts in the 1960’s, since then their applications have diversified
to provide a range of high speed, multimedia services for technologically advanced con-
sumers, as well as providing global navigation system, earth observation systems and
emergency response systems. A range of frequency bands exist which are specifically
suited to di↵erent types of transmission and services.
Telecommunication transmissions involving satellites have an extremely high cost as-
sociated with them in comparison to Earth-based transmissions, due to the cost in
the deployment of satellite technologies. However despite this obvious disadvantage
in using satellite architectures for telecommunication systems, there are a number of
scenarios that may make using a satellite system the best or only choice for telecom-
munications service providers. Some of the major advantages of using satellites in
the deployment of telecommunication services include the ability of satellites to pro-
vide service coverage for extremely large areas and also being able to provide service
in remote and otherwise isolated areas enabled by their very high vantage point in
comparison to terrestrial transmitters.
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According to [23], 28.7% of the population of Europe in rural areas does not have
access to Internet services through digital subscriber loop (DSL) cables. Using satellite
systems not only allows for isolated users to access a broadband internet connection
when an alternative method might not exist but it also enables aeronautical and
maritime users to access communication systems and furthermore enables fast and
temporary connections for the likes of emergency services and o↵-site news reporting
teams [24].
The main challenge facing satellite systems is whether they can guarantee the Quality
of Service (QoS) customers expect based on their experiences of terrestrial services at
an acceptable cost. However, as [24] explains, the poor perception of satellite systems
in the past which arose due to delay and latency1 has improved with advancements
in technology and these issues are not significant except for highly interactive services
such as video and voice.
The specific challenges facing a satellite system depend on a number of factors includ-
ing location, the frequency band employed and whether a fixed or mobile receiver is
used. Higher frequency bands such as Ku, K & Ka bands and above are susceptible to
fading due to weather conditions and e↵ects of the troposphere, this can be reduced by
the use of lower frequency bands such as L and S bands although this has implications
for the type of application the link can be used for. Also, systems can be designed
to minimise the e↵ects of fading using power margins and power control built into
the link [24]. Satellite systems must also satisfy diverse receiving scenarios with a
broad range of receiving devices employed, for example, having a large coverage area,
providing good indoor and outdoor reception and the use of portable devices with
adaptability to a range of user speeds from walking speed to high speed transport
[23].
Satellites play a major role in a number of Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) technical
standards. Standardisation documents include DVB-Satellite Services to Handheld
Devices (DVB-SH) [25], a standardisation of satellite transmissions of audio, video
1Latency for a satellite system is 240-280ms
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and data services to vehicles and handheld devices. This standard includes the DVB-
Return Channel Satellite (DVB-RCS) to provide standardisation of two-way satellite
broadband services with an extension for mobile devices (DVB-RCS+M). Also of
importance within the terrestrial context is the standardisation for DVB - Next Gen-
eration Handheld (DVB-NGH) within which one of the major focuses is the suitability
of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) architecture for handheld mobile devices.
It is considered that MIMO may be implemented provided it provides a gain over the
single-input multiple-output (SIMO) implementation currently used within DVB-SH
and DVB-Terrestrial (DVB-T) standards and also if it can be successfully introduced
using current receive and transmit infrastructure [26].
2.1.2 Fixed and Mobile Satellite Channels
Satellite transmissions can be categorised according the mobility of the receivers, i.e.
transmissions from a satellite to a fixed terminal or transmissions from a satellite to
a mobile terminal. Fixed mobile terminals have a number of advantages over mobile
terminals, for example, they can be positioned at an ideal location where weather
conditions are favourable and without nearby objects to reflect or interfere with the
signal. Due to their static nature, fixed terminals can be large structures and also can
be directed towards the transmitting satellite at all times. Highly directive antenna
can be used allowing for the use of frequency reuse schemes to increase the spectral
e ciency of the systems. Fixed services may also use frequency schemes in the region
of 10-40GHz. The use of Ku, K & Ka bands relieves some of the pressure on lower
frequency bands such as L and S bands. The key issue in fixed terminal transmissions
at these higher frequencies is the e↵ect of the ionosphere and troposphere on the
signal as it propagates through the atmosphere. Tropospheric e↵ects such as rain and
attenuation due to gasses are significant at higher frequencies but negligible at L-band
and S-band [27]. The ionosphere causes an e↵ect on electromagnetic waves travelling
through it, the Faraday e↵ect [28] , which acts to depolarise linear polarised waves.
This is significant in systems employing linear polarisation as it can cause polarisation
rotation of up to 48° in L-band transmissions [27] and polarisation-tracking equipment
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must be employed to overcome the e↵ects. Faraday rotation can be avoided by using
circular polarisation, thus the phase of the wave is a↵ected but not the polarisation.
The atmosphere also a↵ects signals travelling to mobile terminals in the same way;
however, the mobile user environment has a more significant detrimental e↵ect and
dominates the attenuation of signals to mobile terminals. In mobile systems, unlike
fixed systems, a direct line-of-sight (LOS) link to the satellite is not guaranteed and
therefore the received signal may often consist solely of reflections from objects near
the receiver antenna, i.e. multipath components. Despite the di culties involved in
transmitting to mobile terminals, it is becoming an ever increasingly popular demand
from consumers of digital services who are passengers and travellers on trains, ships
and vehicles, in addition to consumers who are pedestrians with hand-held devices.
In recent years, there has been a huge change in consumer expectations in relation
to services relating to television and streaming on mobile devices. There has been
a shift from television services on mobile devices being a novelty and perceived as a
luxury to being a daily activity regarded as an essential feature of a mobile device.
Satellites can provide a role in delivering this type of service in some circumstances
where terrestrial based services can’t deliver.
2.2 Characteristics of The LMS Channel
2.2.1 Physics A↵ecting the Propagating Signal
The dual polarised LMS channel under consideration in this project consists of S-
band transmissions at ⇠ 2.2GHz from a geostationary (GEO) satellite to a mobile
user (MU) device on the Earth. The transmitted signal will propagate through space
freely with the attenuation of the signal solely the result of free space path loss (FSPL)
in which the attenuation is proportional to the squared distance between the trans-
mitting and receiving antenna. This attenuation will be significant considering the
vast distance between the antenna on the satellite and on the Earth.
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When the transmitted signal reaches the Earth’s atmosphere, it becomes subject
to many physical phenomena. As described in the previous section, the set-up in
most LMS channels aims to minimise the e↵ects of the atmosphere through the low
frequency of the carrier signal in S-band.
When the transmission reaches close to the surface of the Earth, the natural and
artificial features that exist in the environment surrounding the user can have a major
detrimental e↵ect on the propagating signal. Large natural objects such as mountains
and hills can cause the signal to be shadowed and thus attenuate the signal. Artificial
objects such as high buildings can completely block the path of the propagating signal
thus causing it is be reflected. If a signal is incident on the edge of a building, it may
di↵ract around the edge of the building or between gaps between buildings. Smaller
objects in the user environment such as trees, cars, telephone posts and people may
also a↵ect the signal, causing reflection, refraction and di↵raction to occur many times
before the signal is finally received by the user. These interactions may result in the
signal being split into many components, each following a di↵erent propagation path
to the user, these components are called multipath components. The received signal
may be composed solely of di↵use multipath components if no direct link between
the satellite and the user exists. The propagation paths of multipath components
may have significantly di↵erent lengths thus resulting in a high amount of dispersion
in the received signal as received symbols are spread out over time. Each time the
signal interacts with an object in the user environment the signal may be altered and
attenuated thus resulting in a particular level of signal reception which depends on
the signal propagation path between the satellite and the user at that particular time,
this may be a good reception with a high signal power and low multipath or may
be a bad reception with low signal power and high multipath. In addition, the path
of the signal is continuously changing as the user is mobile and moves throughout
the environment, thus the reception changes between good and bad segments called
states.
The received signal is categorised according the quality of the reception and user en-
vironments are categorised according to their geographical nature and the amount of
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obstacles and scatterers they contain. This research focuses on open rural, suburban
and urban user environments, although this list is not exhaustive and can be extended
to include other user environments, for example, roadside trees or intermediate tree-
shadowed (ITS). ITS is considered the worst propagation environment for satellite
transmissions due to periods of deep shadowing and multipath from trees [29]. The
majority of the focus in this thesis is on the urban environment as simulation pa-
rameters are more readily available in literature for this environment for the models
investigated in this thesis. The urban environment is a very challenging environment
for signal propagation which is particularly useful and interesting to investigate, it may
have periods of complete signal obstruction and create high multipath components in
the received signal.
2.2.2 How to Model the Physical E↵ect on the LMS channel
The following sections outline the generalised modelling techniques used and the as-
sumptions made in order to create a statistical channel model that e↵ectively recreates
the physical e↵ects on the propagating signal in the LMS channel. This includes the
dispersion of the signal over time due to the multipath components in Section 2.2.3,
the correlation in the signal due to the states which define the quality and power
of the received signal in Section 2.2.4, how to mathematically model the changes in
these states according to the movement of the user and the mobile receiver in Section
2.2.5. Statistical methods for modelling the magnitude and the dynamic range of the
signal power in described in Section 2.2.6. The method of modelling the LMS channel
through creating a direct signal component and a multipath component is discussed
along with the modelling of the Doppler e↵ects on each of these signal components in
2.2.8.
2.2.3 Time Dispersion
The time dispersion of a channel is an important factor in the modelling process and
a↵ects whether the channel is considered to be a narrowband or wideband channel.
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If the channel has a large delay spread this means the multipath components arrive
at the receiver over a large time delay and gives rise to a wideband signal. The
modelling of a wideband channel involves creating individual multipath components
and summing them using a tapped-delay line for each component. Wideband models
have been proposed for the LMS channel [3] and some areas of research in which they
are important are 21 and hybrid satellite and terrestrial systems that use High Altitude
Platform (HAP) systems. In this scenario, because the HAP transmitter is located
within the Earth’s atmosphere, scatterers in the atmosphere cause reflections and
create multipath components. A wideband channel will have a high level of diversity
associated with it resolved using signal processing algorithms at the receiver.
Frequently in the modelling of the LMS channel, it is assumed that the channel is
narrowband with a small time delay associated with the channel. This assumption
has a number of advantages. Firstly, it reflects the fact that in a satellite system
where the transmitter is outside of the Earth’s atmosphere, the majority of the path
along which the propagating signal travels from the satellite is in space and therefore
free from scatterers. With an absence of scatterers, few multipath components are
created. It is only when the signal reaches the user environment that multipath
components are created through interactions between the signal and objects in the
user’s immediate vicinity. However, we also have to accept that there is a disadvantage
when considering the lack of scatterers in the vicinity of the transmitter causes a
reduction in the diversity within the channel that will lead to a limit on the gain we
can achieve through MIMO techniques. Secondly, the assumption allows us to model
a flat fading channel across all frequencies and we don’t have to incorporate signal
processing techniques at the receiver to resolve the signal.
2.2.4 Rates of Signal Variation
When the received signal is analysed the rate of change in the signal can be classified
into three types of variation: fast, slow and very slow. The size of the variation
in the signal amplitude depends on the size of the object that causes the fading
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e↵ect. For example, if we consider a signal received in an urban environment, there
may be very slow variations in the signal amplitude that are caused by very large
objects such as distant hills or very large buildings. There may also be slightly faster
variations which have a smaller e↵ect on the amplitude and are superimposed upon
the very slow variations, these might be caused by large objects such as trees and
houses. When the user moves past one of these objects the signal may be partially
blocked for a period of time resulting in an attenuation of the signal. Finally, fast
variations will also be experienced by the signal, these are small-scale e↵ects and they
are caused by multipath reflections and scattering caused by the objects which are
close to the mobile such as people, cars, telephone boxes, etc. The received signal
can be classified into one of three categories depending on the amount of shadowing
it experiences [19]. Line-of-sight (LOS) propagation occurs when there is a direct
transmission link between the transmitter and the receiver and there is no shadowing
e↵ect on the signal. When a direct LOS does not exist, the signal may be shadowed
or blocked. Shadowed propagation occurs when the signal is partially obstructed.
Blocked propagation occurs when the signal is completely obstructed.
2.2.5 States
As described in the previous sections, a transmitted signal can be considered as being
unblocked, partially blocked or completely blocked. This description has allowed for
the classification of the received signal into three types of states, see Figure 2.1.
Transitions between these states have previously been modelled using a three-state
Markov chain [4]. However, a recent model proposed by Prieto-Cerdeira et al. [2] has
reduced the number of available states by simplifying the three previous states of LOS,
moderate shadowing and deep shadowing to two states, i.e. good and bad. These good
and bad states do not necessarily match LOS and non-LOS (NLOS) conditions but
may encompass a wide range of possible states between these two extreme conditions.
A two-state first-order Markov chain model may be used to determine the transitions
between good and bad states.
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A first-order Markov chain is a stochastic process that can take on a number of discrete
states where the probability of being in each state depends only on the previous state
[2]. Thus a random walk can be generated through good and bad states; the transitions
between states are determined by a state transition probability matrix [P] and a state
probability matrix [W]. The probability of a transition occurring from state-i to state-
j is given by probability matrix element Pij [14]. The convergence property of the
Markov chain is defined by :
[W] = [W][P] (2.1)
The length of time spent in a state is determined by state frame Lframe, which has
been observed in experimental data of S-band measurements to be around 3-5m [1].
Therefore, a new state will be entered every time the mobile user terminal (UT) travels
a distance of around 5m. The type of state entered depends on the probability matrix,
the elements of which have been determined from experimental data.
The probability of entering a good or bad state is strongly influenced by the geo-
graphical environment of the user. For example, bad states are more probable in
an urban environment as opposed to a suburban or an open rural environment. As
the probability of entering and remaining in a bad state is highest in an urban area
and the probability of entering and remaining in a good state is highest in an open
rural area, the probability matrices used to determine the Markov chain random walk
through the states are di↵erent for each user environment. In [2] the authors provide
extensive measurement derived parameters to allow for the simulation of a Markov
chain for di↵erent environment classifications at various satellite elevation angles.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram showing the variation arising in signal power as the mobile
unit travels through the user environment and how a three state classification model
compares to a two state classification model with ‘good’ and ‘bad’ states.
Figure 2.2: State diagram for a two-state Markov chain.
Figure 2.3: State diagram for a two-state semi-Markov chain.
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In [2] a semi-Markov model is also proposed in which states are occupied for a par-
ticular time duration before making a transition to the next state type. The state
durations are ruled by lognormal distribution parameters and it is suggested by the
authors that this model may give more realistic state durations than the Markov chain
model.
2.2.6 Statistical Distributions
The Rayleigh distribution model and the Rice distribution model are particularly
popular fading models used to describe the probability of the received signal in a
wireless channel. The key di↵erence between these two distributions is whether or
not a LOS component exists in the received signal.
The Rayleigh distribution is considered a worst-case scenario where the direct signal
is completely blocked and the entire signal is comprised of multipath components [27].
The envelope of the of the signal will be given by Equation (2.2):
f(r) =
r
 2
exp
✓
  r
2
2 2
◆
for r   0 (2.2)
where r is the received signal and   is the power of the multipath components.
The Rice distribution allows for the modelling of a signal subject to fading when the
direct signal is partially blocked or not blocked [27]. It considers the amplitude of the
direct signal a, which is allocated a value between 0 and 1. The value is 0 if the signal
is completely blocked, or 1 of the signal is completely unblocked and unscattered.
Therefore, the Rice distribution contains within it the Rayleigh distribution in the
circumstance a=0. The envelope of the signal will have a PDF given by Equation
(2.3):
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where r is the received signal, a is the direct signal power,   is the power of the
multipath components and I0 is modified Bessel function of the first kind and zero
order.
The k  factor [27] (also referred to as the Rice factor) is commonly used in the Rice
distribution as a measure of the ratio of the power in the dominant LOS path to the
power of the scattered multipath components given in Equation (2.4):
k =
a2
2 2
(2.4)
The Rice distribution can be interpreted in two ways [30]. The power of the direct
signal component a can be fixed while the total power varies due to the contribution
of the multipath power  . Alternatively, it can also be considered that the total power
of the received signal is fixed and the powers of a and   vary.
2.2.7 Joint distributions
Single distributions such as a Rayleigh or Rice distribution are not su cient in the
LMS context to adequately to describe the full dynamic range of the received signal.
For the LMS channel a joint statistical distribution is required. The most popular of
these distribution combinations is the Loo distribution [31], which incorporates Rice
and lognormal distributions.
2.2.7.1 The Loo Model
The Loo distribution models the amplitude of received signal as being Rician if we
consider a very short time frame where the direct signal amplitude (a) is constant
[27]. The Rician distribution is given by Equation (2.5):
f(r|a) = r
 2
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for r   0 (2.5)
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For longer sections of received signal, the direct signal component (a) is lognormally
distributed with two parameters controlling the distribution, the mean (M) and the
standard deviation (⌃), which may be expressed in Nepers, Equation (2.6), or in
Decibels, Equation (2.7). The factor 8.686 arises due to the conversion factor for
Nepers (Np) to Decibels (dB).
f(a) =
1
⌃Npa
p
2⇡
exp
"
  ln(a) M
2
Np
2⌃2Np
#
(2.6)
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The probability distribution function of the received signal for a single state can be
found using Equation (2.8) by combining Equations (2.5) and (2.6):
f(r) =
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It is often common to see this formula in literature [1] given with parameters in Nepers
as in Equation (2.9), found by combining Equations (2.5) and (2.7):
f(r) =
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These equations allow us to identify the Loo parameter triplet (MA,⌃A, MP), where
M is the mean and ⌃ is the standard deviation with the subscript A indicating these
parameters both relate to the direct signal component a.
MA = 20 log10(µ) (2.10)
⌃A = 20 log10(exp(
p
d0) (2.11)
MP = 10 log10(2b0) (2.12)
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MP refers to the amount of di↵use multipath component. It is related to the param-
eters   in Equation (2.8) through Equation (2.13)
  =
r
10MP/10
2
(2.13)
where MP is in dB.
A Rician distribution is favoured in the case of terrestrial mobile radio as a LOS path
is likely, whereas in the case of LMS transmission, the Rayleigh case is considered
more likely with no LOS component. However, the Rician distribution is adequate to
describe the satellite case as it contains within in the Rayleigh case when the LOS
component is zero. This is one of the major benefits of the Loo distribution in that
it is highly versatile and adaptive to many scenarios that exist in the LMS channel
including some extreme case scenarios.
2.2.7.2 The Suzuki Model
The Suzuki model [32] is a joint distribution model that encompasses both the Rayleigh
and lognormal distributions. It works on the assumption that the direct signal is ob-
structed and the received signal is comprised solely of multipath components. For
short sections the signal can be described by the Rayleigh distribution in which the
parameter 2 2 is constant [30]. However, it also considers that for longer sections of
received signal that   is lognormally distributed.
Therefore, the Suzuki distribution is given by,
f(r) =
8.686 r
 2⌃dB
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2
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The Suzuki model may not be applicable for the duration of a transmission in the
LMS channel but it may arise in highly dense urban scenarios where the direct signal
may completely blocked and may describe the received signal for a bad state.
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2.2.8 Doppler Spectrum
Transmitted signals have a particular carrier frequency fc however certain geometric
phenomena can cause the carrier frequency to be a↵ected and result in some changes to
the characteristics in the frequency of the received signal. These changes in frequency
are referred to as Doppler shifts. Doppler shifts are changes in frequency that arise
due to movement of the receiver, the transmitter or scatterers in the user environment.
Movement of any of the elements within the transmission structure can result in a
change in the path length of the transmission. This causes a change in the dispersion
of the signal in time and thus results in a frequency shift in the signal. A Doppler shift
can occur in the direct signal due to a change in the relative position of the satellite
and the user [27] and is particularly important in non-geostationary satellite systems
if the satellite changes elevation in its orbit and the distance between the satellite and
the user changes.
2.2.8.1 Doppler shift in the direct signal
A Doppler shift may introduced to the direct signal component and will have a Doppler
frequency up to the maximum frequency fmax given by Equation (2.15) which is
determined by the carrier frequency, the velocity of the user (assuming the satellite
and the transmitter are stationary) and the angle of arrival of the signal [17]:
fD =
vmob
 c
cos↵ cos  (2.15)
where vmob is the mobile velocity with respect to the satellite,  c is the carrier signal
wavelength (defined by c = fc c; c is the speed of light, fc is the frequency of the
carrier signal) , ↵ is the angle of arrival of the direct signal and   is the satellite
elevation angle.
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2.2.8.2 Doppler spread in the multipath components
In the case of a geostationary (GEO) satellite system, the Doppler shift of the direct
signal may not be significant, however, the Doppler e↵ects of the multipath signal can
not be ignored and should be modelled correctly.
The multipath components each undergo an individual Doppler shift due to the dif-
ferent distances each component travels along its individual path and therefore has an
individual Doppler frequency. The combination of each individual component results
in a Doppler spread which is limited by the maximum Doppler frequency, Equation
(2.16).
fmax = fc ± fD (2.16)
where fmax is the maximum frequency, fc is the carrier frequency and fD is the Doppler
frequency.
A multipath component may arrive at the receiver antenna from potentially any angle
or direction; the direction will be determined by the objects which exist in the user
environment and how they have influenced the particular propagation path for each
multipath component. The angle of arrival of the multipath components is important
factor in determining the shape of the Doppler spectrum and will depend on the
position of scatterers in the user environment. If we assume a uniform angle of arrival
in the multipath components then we can model the multipath components using
the popular Jake’s Spectrum that is commonly used in mobile radio and satellite
transmission modelling. This spectrum modelling technique assumes that there is
equal power received in all directions surrounding the receiver antenna. The total
power can be found by summing the incident power over all angles and considering
the antenna’s isotropic gain [33]. In theory there will zero power received above or
below the minimum/maximum Doppler frequency with the infinite received power at
the frequencies at fmax , however, in reality a received signal will have no infinite
power and will be limited by a thermal noise floor [33].
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The Doppler spectrum provides an insight into the geometry of the user environment
and the relative positions of the scatterers around the mobile terminal. In addition,
we may also gain an understanding of the autocorrelation of the channel. The auto
correlation of the channel will depend on the angular spread of the Doppler compo-
nents, if the Doppler spread is great then the autocorrelation of the channel decreases
more rapidly and the channel is more time variant [33].
2.3 Diversity in a Communication Systems
The LMS channel is a particularly di cult channel to successfully transmit informa-
tion through. Due to the inherent the low power constraints and huge transmission
distances involved in satellite systems they incorporate adverse transmission condi-
tions. Therefore, one area of research within the fields of satellite communications and
satellite networks involves achieving gain through various methods of diversity within
the system. Diversity is most e↵ective and provides the most gain when there are
independent samples of the transmitted signal [34], this can be achieved by creating
independent paths for the transmitted samples.
Diversity can be introduced to a communications system in a number of ways:
• Time diversity - multiple transmissions a di↵erent times, e.g. Time Division
Multiplexing.
• Frequency diversity - multiple transmissions at di↵erent frequencies, e.g. Fre-
quency Division Multiplexing.
• Spatial diversity - multiple transmissions from di↵erent antenna, e.g. MIMO.
• Polarisation diversity - A form of spatial multiplexing with the added dimension
of multiple polarisations, e.g. dual-polarised MIMO.
• Satellite diversity - A form of spatial multiplexing using multiple satellites to
transmit data.
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The key concept behind diversity is that multiple signals are transmitted through
a channel, if one part of the transmitted signal is highly attenuated or corrupted
then the additional information sent in the other transmitted signal will enable the
receiver to determine the original signal information. It is assumed to be highly
unlikely all signals will su↵er the same attenuation and therefore information can be
gained from each copy of the transmission or sub-channel. Sending multiple signals
increases the overheads associated with the transmission and each method of achieving
diversity has their own benefits and drawbacks. Satellite channels are slow fading
channels, therefore the gain achievable from temporal diversity is limited. Frequency
diversity schemes such as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) are
most valuable for frequency selective channels which not all satellite channels are.
Due to these reasons, spatial diversity dominates in satellite systems and can be
implemented in the form of multiple satellite systems (satellite diversity) or multiple
antennas (polarisation diversity) .
2.3.1 Achieving Diversity in Satellite Systems
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, existing satellite systems must strive to meet the ever-
increasing demands of mobile subscribers. These systems must match the high quality
of service (QoS) standards expected from terrestrial systems and also o↵er service
coverage to extremely large areas, including remote and otherwise isolated areas.
Mobile Satellite Broadcasting (MSB) systems o↵er a method of providing multimedia
broadcast services to mobile user terminals (UTs) [35]. These systems can consist of
a single beam or a number of beams in a multibeam system. In multibeam systems,
polarisation may be incorporated to reduce interference between beams by creating
adjacent beams of the same frequency that are orthogonally polarised.
The application of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is of particular interest if
we consider the benefits it achieves in terrestrial wireless systems, i.e. of the order
of Gb/s [36]. Employing multiple antennas provides a significant gain over a single
antenna as it takes advantage of multipath scattering. In a satellite system scatterers
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are absent in the vicinity of the satellite, therefore multiple antennas do not necessarily
provide the same gain in a satellite system as they do in a terrestrial system.
Recent research into the Land Mobile Satellite (LMS) channel has explored the appli-
cation of MIMO techniques with the aim of achieving gains similar to those obtained
in terrestrial settings [36]. As mentioned in Section 2.3 a number of possibilities exist
for applying MIMO to the LMS channel, multiple satellite systems (satellite diver-
sity) and multiple antennas on a single satellite (polarisation diversity) being the two
most promising implementations. Of the two, polarisation diversity is currently the
most appealing and has prompted a wealth of research into the statistical channel
modelling of the dual polarised MIMO LMS channel [1] and the possible benefits of
incorporating such a system into current MSB systems [37],[38]. It has been presented
in [38] that incorporating a 2x2 dual polarised beams increases the detrimental e↵ects
of the carrier-to-interference ratio.
2.3.2 Polarisation Diversity
This thesis focuses on achieving diversity in the LMS channel through the application
of polarisation diversity. Polarisation diversity, a form of spatial diversity, exploits
oppositely polarised, multiple antennas at both sides of the transmission link and may
provide a major improvement to the throughput associated with a satellite system.
Polarisation diversity may be achieved through transmissions involving right hand
circularly polarised (RHCP) and left hand circularly polarised (LHCP) signals.
A simple dual polarised MIMO channel with four sub-channels creating a 2x2 MIMO
channel matrix can be modeled, Fig.2.5. The system model can be described using two
transmitters, each with orthogonally circularly polarised antenna, and two receivers,
each with orthogonally circularly polarised antenna. Therefore the transmission link
consists of two co-polar sub-channels and two cross-polar sub-channels.
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Figure 2.4: Diagram showing the direction of the electric field vector for (i) left
hand circular polarisation, (ii) right hand polarisation, (iii) vertical linear polarisa-
tion and (iv) horizontal linear polarisation. (Direction of travel of the wave is into
the page)
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Figure 2.5: Diagram showing a 2x2 MIMO channel matrix with co-polar compo-
nents RHCP/RHCP and LHCP/LHCP and also cross-polar components
RHCP/LHCP and LHCP/RHCP.
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In theory, the antenna should only detect the part of the signal that has the same
polarisation, however in practice it is di cult to obtain a completely polarised an-
tenna. The cross-polarisation discrimination of the antenna (XPD) is a measure of
the ratio of the wanted co-polarised signal power and the unwanted cross-polarised
signal power.
When the signal is propagating through the environment, interaction with scatterers
in the environment may cause some of the signal energy to be transferred to the
opposite polarisation. This e↵ect is measured by the cross-polarisation coupling of
the environment (XPC). Within a dual polarised system, this signal energy is not lost
as it would be in a single polarisation system but is received by the other antenna.
Dual polarised systems can take advantage of this transfer of energy into the cross-
polarisation subchannel and use schemes with appropriate signal processing techniques
at the transmitter and the receiver that are able to monopolise upon this situation.
Existing multibeam satellite systems already use single polarisation per beam, there-
fore the advancement to dual polarisation per beam is achievable with existing satellite
architectures [37]. Therefore the application of polarisation to achieve a dual polarised
MIMO LMS channel is an exciting research topic and provides the basis of the research
on this thesis in achieving a consolidated channel model.
2.4 Summary
This chapter outlined the major aspects of general land mobile satellite channels before
detailing the specific aspects of the dual polarised MIMO LMS channel in the next
chapter. Modeling conventions have been justified. These include the assumption of
a narrowband channel with a good and bad state sequence determined by a Markov
or semi-Markov chain. The state durations of a semi-Markov chain are determined by
a lognormal distribution. The overall distribution of the received signal is described
by the Loo model with a Loo parameter triplet (MA,⌃A, MP) defining each state
through the mean and standard deviation of the direct signal and the power of the
di↵use multipath component. The relationship between user environment and Doppler
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spreading of the multipath component is explained thus outlining the requirement for
realistic Doppler shaping of the multipath component such as the Jake’s spectrum.
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The Enhanced Dual Polarised LMS
Model
3.1 Introduction
This chapter details the Enhanced Statistical land mobile satellite (LMS) channel
model that incorporates multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) through dual polar-
isation and gives a methodology for the simulation of the channel using the computing
environment MATLAB. The channel model builds on the aspects of the LMS channel
described in Chapter 2 and provides a timeseries generator for realistic simulation of
the channel. The Enhanced Statistical LMS model is a stochastic model that uses
the Liolis-CTTC model as a baseline and includes a number of enhancements to the
model for a more accurate and detailed channel model of the dual polarised MIMO
LMS channel. The enhancements in the new model include a method of imposing
temporal correlation on the direct signal component without creating the unwanted
high frequency e↵ects associated with the traditional low-pass filtering approach to
implementing temporal correlation on the direct signal. Doppler e↵ects are included
in the model, with a Doppler shift in the direct signal component and also Doppler
shaping of the multipath component. A number of multipath Doppler shapes are
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explored including the Jakes Doppler spectrum. The model implements a state se-
quence through a semi-Markov chain with a smooth state transition process avoiding
sharp, sudden changes in signal magnitude. In addition to the considerations given to
producing a realistic timeseries in the LMS channel model, a method is also included
for producing channel samples at a rate su ciently high to satisfy the required sub-
symbol rate for transmission allowing for further aspects of the communication system
to be simulated with the model output. A schematic diagram and a step-by-step guide
to simulating the enhanced statistical dual polarised LMS channel are provided.
3.2 Liolis-CTTC as a Baseline Statistical Model
The Liolis-CTTCmodel, published in [1], included a descriptive step-by-step simulator
for generating a timeseries for a dual polarised LMS channel. It combined known
and accepted approaches to modelling the LMS channel with theory associated with
dual polarised transmissions. It was a major advancement in the research of dual
polarisation in a satellite context and has a number of advantages over other model
types when it comes to generating a timeseries for the dual polarised LMS channel.
The first advantage is the given the statistical approach used in the model, the model
is relatively easy to produce in a language such as MATLAB. In addition to the ease
of programming, parameters for the model are published and easily obtained. Finally,
simulation time is short due to the low complexity of the model.
However, a number of areas were not addressed in the initial Liolis-CTTC model.
For example, there is no modelling of Doppler e↵ects including no shaping of the
Doppler spread of the multipath components. The transitions between states are
instantaneous which makes them unrealistically sharp with sudden changes in signal
magnitude. Therefore, the Liolis-CTTC model makes an ideal starting point for the
development of a more detailed dual polarised channel model, which addresses some
of the limitations of the Liolis-CTTC model.
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3.3 Statistical Modelling of the Dual Polarised LMS
channel
A number of basic assumptions are common to both the Liolis-CTTC model and
the Enhanced Statistical model in accordance with the Digital Video Broadcasting
-Satellite Services to Handheld Devices (DVB-SH) baseline scenario [25]. A geosta-
tionary satellite at a 40o elevation angle with a typical S-band operating frequency
of 2.2GHz is considered and the velocity of the mobile receiver is 50 km/h through
a defined user environment with particular characteristics: open rural, suburban or
urban (see Table A.1).
The channel is considered to contain a direct signal component, in which variations
in the signal magnitude have a slow rate of change and are caused by large objects
causing blockage or shadowing, and a multipath component, in which the variations
in the signal magnitude have a fast rate and are caused by smaller scatterers in the
vicinity of the receiver. To allow us to model these two signal components at di↵erent
rates of change, the direct signal component H¯ and the multipath component H˜ are
generated separately and added together to give the total channel matrixH, Equation
(3.1):
H = H¯+ H˜
= [h¯ij] + [h˜ij], (i, j = 1, 2) (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the 2x2 channel matrix achieved through the use of dual
polarised antenna at the transmitter and the receiver. As right hand and left hand
circularly polarised antenna are used, this creates 4 subchannels, RHCP/RHCP,
RHCP/LHCP, LHCP/RHCP, LHCP/LHCP. The receiver may be a handheld device
carried by a pedestrian or a portable device based in a moving car.
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3.3.1 Implementation of the Polarised Subchannels
To implement MIMO in the LMS channel, two orthogonally circularly polarised trans-
mitters and two orthogonally circularly polarised receivers are used. The transmitter
and receiver antenna pair each have right hand circularly polarised (RHCP) antenna
and left hand circularly polarised (LHCP) antenna.
A 2x2 channel matrix arises due to this antenna configuration, with two co-polarised
subchannels (RHCP/RHCP & LHCP/LHCP) and two cross-polarisation subchan-
nels (RHCP/LHCP & LHCP/RHCP), as in Figure 3.1. To model the relative power
of these four subchannels appropriately we need to measure the amount of cross-
polarisation which occurs in the signal. There are a number of factors that contribute
to the cross-polarisation e↵ect, most significantly these are the cross-polarisation ef-
fects of the antenna and the cross-polarisation e↵ects of the environment due to scat-
terers. These factors contributes to a depolarisation of the signal that results in the
unwanted energy transfer from one polarisation to another.
The Branch Power Ratio (BPR) gives us the expected ratio between the co-polarised
signal and the cross-polarised signal. We assume that the symmetry is conserved
between the orthogonal polarisation subchannels and the BPR is 0 dB [39]. Thus
mutual coupling does not degrade the performance of the dual polarised antenna
set-up [33]. The BPR is given by Equation (3.2):
BPR = 10 log10
✓
E [| h11 |2]
E [| h22 |2]
◆
(3.2)
where E[] denotes the expected power of the received signal, i, j equal 1 or 2 and h¯ is
the
Firstly, if we consider the direct signal component, the cross-polarisation discrimina-
tion (XPD) a↵ecting this part of the signal is due to cross-polarisation discrimination
of the antenna (XPDant), i.e. its ability to discriminate between the two opposite po-
larisations, and also due to a small amount of depolarisation arising from shadowing
of the direct signal.
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We can express the XPD of the direct signal as the ratio of the received signal power
in the co-polarisation subchannel (h¯ii) and the received signal power in the cross-
polarisation subchannel (h¯ij), Equation (3.3).
XPD = 10 log10
 
E
⇥| h¯ii |2⇤
E
⇥| h¯ij |2⇤
!
(3.3)
Ideally a polarised antenna should only detect the signal transmitted from that of
the same polarisation; however, antennas are susceptible to interference from signals
of other polarisations. The antenna’s ability to discriminate between the ‘wanted’
co-polarised signal and the ‘unwanted’ cross-polarised signal is defined by the cross-
polarisation discrimination of the antenna and this is a major factor in determining
the cross-polarisation e↵ects in the direct signal.
In the simulation process we can implement an XPD value to determine the amount
of signal power being transferred to the cross-polarisation subchannels in the direct
signal components [1] by calculating the parameter   as in Equation (3.4).
XPD = 10 log10

(1   )
 
 
(3.4)
The parameter   defines the amount of cross-polarisation that will occur in the direct
signal during the simulation. It may be applied to correctly model the signal power
in the direct signal co-polarisation subchannels, i.e.
p
1    and the signal power in
the cross-polarisation subchannels, i.e.
p
 .
This leads us to the calculation of the expected power in the direct signal component
(E
⇥
H¯H¯
⇤
) in which we also consider the Loo parameters which define the direct signal
magnitude MA and standard deviation ⌃A, Equation (3.5) :
E
⇥
H¯H¯
⇤
= M2A +⌃
2
A
24 1     
  1   
35 (3.5)
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Another factor to be considered is the scattering of the propagating signal within
the user environment. Depending on the object and the angle of scattering, the
reflected signal may experience changes in polarisation. If the angle of reflection if
greater than the Brewster angle then the wave experiences a change in polarisation
[19]. The open, suburban and urban environments contain di↵erent scatterer densities
and di↵erent types of scatterers thus each environment causes di↵erent amounts of
cross-polarisation to occur. The amount of cross-polarisation that occurs in the signal
due to interactions with scatterers and objects close to the user is defined as cross-
polarisation coupling of the environment (XPC), Equation (3.6).
XPC = 10 log10

(1   )
 
 
(3.6)
The parameter   defines the amount of cross-polarisation that occurs due to the
environment in the channel model.
The XPC a↵ects the polarisation of the multipath signal components only. In addition
to the e↵ect of XPC, the multipath signal is also a↵ected by the cross-polarisation
e↵ects of the antenna and the shadowing previously defined as the XPD. Therefore,
to model the total cross-polarisation in the multipath signal components we need to
consider the e↵ects of the environment and the antenna. To model the signal power
in the multipath component, a parameter   is defined, Equation (3.7).
  =   (1    ) + (1    )   (3.7)
where   and   are parameters whose values depend on the user environment and on
the properties of the antenna as previously defined.
The parameter   defines the amount of cross-polarisation that will occur in the mul-
tipath signal during the simulation. It may be applied to correctly model the signal
power in the multipath signal co-polarisation subchannels, i.e.
p
1    and the signal
power in the cross-polarisation subchannels, i.e.
p
 .
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This leads us to the calculation of the expected power in the multipath signal com-
ponent (E
h
H˜H˜
i
) in which we also consider multipath power (MP), Equation (3.8).
E
h
H˜H˜
i
= MP
24 1     
  1   
35 (3.8)
Appropriate values for the parameters   and   to use in the model are determined
from values obtained for XPD and XPC from experimental campaigns and can be
found in [19], [40].
3.3.2 Implementation of Loo Distribution
The probability distribution of the received signal is described using the Loo model,
Equation (2.9); it is a joint distribution based on the Rice model with variations in
the direct signal modelled using a lognormal distribution [31].
A unique Loo parameter triplet (MA,⌃A, MP) is generated for each state, each pa-
rameter is generated from a Gaussian distribution [2, 17]. Thus, the signal properties
remain constant during a particular state and fading is implemented using the Loo
parameter triplet.
Loo parameter triplet (MA,⌃A, MP) is calculated according to the following distri-
butions [2]:
f(MA) ⇠ Gaussian(µ1,  1)
f(⌃A | MA) ⇠ Gaussian(µ2,  2)
f(MP) ⇠ Gaussian(µ3,  3) (3.9)
where the values for the mean (µ1) and standard deviation ( 1) for the mean of the
direct signal MA and the mean (µ3) and standard deviation ( 3) for the power of the
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multipath signal MP are obtained directly from Table A.3, (p.191). The values for
the mean (µ2) and standard deviation ( 2) for the standard deviation of the direct
signal ⌃A have to be calculated as ⌃A is a function of MA, therefore the following
relationships are used:
µ2 = a1 ⇥M2A + a2 ⇥MA + a3
 2 = b1 ⇥M2A + b2 ⇥MA + b3 (3.10)
with values for ai and bi also obtained from Table A.3.
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3.4 The Enhanced Statistical LMS Model
This section details the enhancements that are applied to the baseline statistical
model. In depth descriptions of how each enhancement is performed are provided
in sections 3.8 to 3.11, including the smooth state transitioning, spatial correlation
of the subchannels, temporal correlation of the slow variations, Doppler e↵ects and
interpolation to symbol-rate sampling rate.
A step-by-step guide to the simulation process is provided below in which the major
steps in the channel model are listed to give a general idea of how the channel model
is constructed. Firstly in section 3.5, the steps in the generation of the direct signal
component channel matrix H¯ are listed. This includes sample generation, temporal
and spatial correlation, Loo parameters distribution, polarisation e↵ects, exponentia-
tion and phase consideration. Secondly in Section 3.5.2, the steps in the generation
of the multipath signal component channel matrix H˜ are listed. This includes sam-
ple generation, Doppler shaping, Loo parameters distribution and polarisation e↵ects.
Finally in section 3.5.3, the steps in combining the two channel matrix components
to produce the total channel matrix H are listed.
A schematic is also provided in Figure 3.2 to further demonstrate how to implement
the Enhanced Statistical dual polarised LMS model and how parameters are intro-
duced and applied to the channel.
3.5 Step-by-Step Guide to Channel Matrix Con-
struction
3.5.1 Generate the Direct Signal Component
The instructions below outline the methodology of the dual polarised MIMO LMS
channel simulator and the processes that must be implemented in turn to obtain the
direct signal component.
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Generate the Direct Signal Component H¯
• Step 1: Sample Generation
Four real subchannels are created by generating random sequences with zero
mean and unit variance using a Gaussian random number generators G(0,1).
One sample is generated per metre of simulation distance.
• Step 2: Spatial Correlation
The 4x4 positive semi-definite Hermitian covariance matrix C¯ is produced
by the Weichselberger method of considering the spatial correlation matrices
R¯tx and R¯rx which determine the transmit and receive signal spatial corre-
lation. The four subchannels are spatially correlated by finding the product
of the four subchannels with the Choelsky decomposition of the matrix C¯.
• Step 3: Temporal Correlation
The samples are temporally correlated using a single coe cient infinite im-
pulse response (IIR) low-pass filter and the sample rate is increased to match
a sampling rate of  /8 using a cubic spline interpolation technique.
• Step 4 : Loo Parameters
A Loo Parameter triplet for each sample is generated using Gaussian random
number generators with mean and standard deviations specified by the par-
ticular environment and conditions. The mean MA and standard deviation
⌃A of the signal is determined by applying the appropriate Loo parameters
to each sample in the subchannels.
• Step 5: Polarisation E↵ects
The mean of the subchannels are adjusted to reflect the polarisation e↵ects
related to the XPD of the antenna. The magnitude of the signal in the two
co-polarisation subchannels is reduced by the parameter  , the magnitude
of the signal in the two cross-polarisation subchannels is given by  .
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• Step 6: Exponentiation
The subchannels are converted from dB to linear resulting in four lognormal
subchannels.
• Step 7: Addition of Phase
The phase component given by e(j✓) is added to each sub-channel.
• Result: 2 x 2 x n channel matrix H¯ in n x 4 vector form, where n is the
number of samples.
3.5.2 Generate the Multipath Signal Component
The instructions below outline the methodology of the dual polarised MIMO LMS
channel simulator and the processes that must be implemented in turn to obtain the
di↵use multipath signal component.
Generate the Multipath Signal Component H˜
• Step 1: Sample Generation
Four complex subchannels are created by generating random sequences with
zero mean and unit variance using two sets of Gaussian random number
generators G(0,1) per subchannel.
• Step 2: Spatial Correlation
The 4x4 positive semi-definite Hermitian covariance matrix C˜ is produced
by the Weichselberger method using the transmit spatial covariance matrix
R˜tx and the received spatial covariance matrix R˜rx. The four subchannels
are spatially correlated by finding the product of the four subchannels with
the Choelsky decomposition of the matrix C˜.
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• Step 3: Doppler Shaping
The Doppler e↵ects are modelled using a method of IIR filtering with coe -
cients determined from the theoretical autocorrelation function of the desired
Doppler spectrum.
• Step 4: Loo Parameters
The multipath power of each subchannel is determined by applying   deter-
mined from the Loo Parameter MP.
• Step 5: Polarisation E↵ects
The e↵ects of the cross-polarisation of the antenna and the cross-coupling
e↵ects of the environment are modelled using the parameter  . The power
of the signal in the co- polarisation subchannels are reduced by
p
  and the
power cross-polarisation subchannels is given by
p
 .
• Result: 2 x 2 x n channel matrix H˜ in n x 4 vector form, where n is the
number of samples.
3.5.3 Generate the Total Signal Component
When the two separate signal components are obtained, i.e. the direct signal compo-
nent and the multipath signal component, the total channel matrix may be obtained
as per the instructions below.
Generation of Total Channel Matrix H
• Step 1: Addition of matrices H¯ and H˜.
• Step 2: Reshaping of matrix from nx4 to 2x2xn .
• Result: 2 x 2 x n channel matrix H, where n is the number of samples.
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3.6 Spatial Correlation of the Subchannels
The four subchannels that make up the 2x2 MIMO channel matrix undergo both
spatial and temporal correlation. In the direct signal component the high spatial
correlation that exists is due to the huge transmission distance the signal travels and
the small distance between the receive antenna. Typically the receive antenna will be
arranged so that they are a few wavelengths apart. This antenna arrangement causes
a high level of similarity between the propagation paths and leads to high correlation
in the direct signal component.
The ratio between the small separation distance between the receiver antenna and the
relatively large angular spread of the multipath component causes correlation between
the four subchannels. We can introduce spatial correlation of the four subchannels
through multiplying the series by a positive semi-definite Hermitian covariance matrix
C, Equation (3.11):
vec (Hcorr) = C
1/2 · vec (Huncorr) (3.11)
where C1/2 is the square matrix root of the covariance matrix C, Huncorr is an inde-
pendent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) channel matrix and Hcorr is a correlated
series [41].
The direct signal component and the multipath component each have di↵erent covari-
ance matrices. The covariance matrix C¯ for the direct signal component is obtained
experimentally for each user environment is given in [3]. The values in [3] have been
used in multiple studies of the dual polarised LMS channel [1], [2], [42] [43].
For the multipath component we determine the covariance matrix C˜ using the We-
ichselberger model [44] and use it to produce a correlated data stream H˜corr through
Equation (3.11)
The Weichselberger method [44] is used as an alternative to the Kronecker method [45]
employed in the spatial correlation process in [1]. The Kronecker model determines
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C through the Kronecker product of the covariance matrices of the receiver R˜rx and
transmitter R˜tx, which take into account the correlation from the geometry of the
transmitter and receiver and are obtained from the polarisation coe cients of the
transmitter ⇢˜tx and of the receiver ⇢˜rx, Equations (3.12) & (3.13):
R˜tx =
24 1 ⇢˜tx
⇢˜tx 1
35 (3.12)
R˜rx =
24 1 ⇢˜rx
⇢˜rx 1
35 (3.13)
The Kronecker method assumes that the channel is separable. This implies that the
channel at the transmitter and the receiver are uncorrelated and therefore separable.
This assumption is acceptable in some cases in the LMS channel, for example in non-
line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions. However, it is shown in [3] that this assumption of
separability can not be maintained in line-of-sight (LOS) conditions and the therefore
and alternative method should be employed in these conditions which models the joint
correlation of the transmit and receive ends of the transmission link.
3.6.1 The Weichselberger method
The Weichselberger method involves the eigen-decomposition of the covariance matri-
ces of the receiver R˜rx and transmitter R˜tx. These matrices are eigen-decomposed to
obtain the singular value matrices
p
⇤tx &
p
⇤rx and the corresponding orthonormal
eigenvectors Utx & Urx according to Equation (3.14) & Equation (3.15) [33]:
Rtx = Utx⇤txU
H
tx (3.14)
Rrx = Urx⇤rxU
H
rx (3.15)
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This allows us to define a power coupling matrix ⌦weich given by 3.16
⌦weich =
p
⇤
T
rx ·
p
⇤tx (3.16)
where
p
⇤tx = diag( tx,1, ......, tx,n) (3.17)
p
⇤rx = diag( rx,1, ......, rx,n) (3.18)
and allows us to determine the correlated channel Hcorr
Hcorr = Urx (⌦weich ·Huncorr)UHtx (3.19)
3.7 Temporal Correlation of the Slow Variations
As discussed previously in Section 2.2.4, the direct and multipath signals vary at
di↵erent rates due to the interactions they encounter with di↵erent sized objects. To
simulate this within the model, the samples needed for each signal component are
generated at di↵erent rates. The di↵erent rates of generation pose a challenge when
combining these two channel components.
Based on the assumption of S-band transmission with a carrier frequency of 2.2GHz
and a mobile user (MU) velocity of 50 km/h, the carrier signal has a wavelength ( c)
of ⇠13.6 cm. To adequately sample the multipath component that has a much smaller
wavelength than the carrier signal, a sampling distance equivalent to an eighth of the
carrier signal wavelength ( c/8) is implemented [2], this corresponds to a sampling
frequency of approximately 815Hz.
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The slow-varying direct signal samples must be generated at a rate equivalent to
that of the multipath signal, however, with a slower rate of change described by
an exponentially decaying temporal autocorrelation function (ACF) based on the
specific correlation distance lcorr relating to the user environment. In [3] experimental
measurement of the 1/e autocorrelation distances for both co-polarised and cross-
polarised subchannels are presented, Table A.4.
One method to achieve a slower rate of change in the direct signal as adopted in [1]
is to use the parameters lcorr, the mobile velocity v and the sampling period Ts to
determine A, the coe cient of a low-pass IIR filter, Equations (3.20) - (3.21). A is a
single value coe cient with a value less than 1.
yn = xn + A · yn 1 (3.20)
A = exp
✓
vTs
lcorr
◆
(3.21)
After filtering the direct signal components, the series is scaled by a factor b to account
for the filter gain and restore the statistics of the original series. The filter output
(yfilt), therefore, has the desired exponential ACF.
yfilt = b(yn) (3.22)
b =
p
1  A2 (3.23)
One drawback of using this short filtering method is that due to the high sampling rate
used it produces unwanted high frequency components in the associated timeseries of
the direct signal. These unwanted high frequency components can be seen in Figure
3.4. It was considered that this e↵ect caused an unrealistic direct signal component
and it was though that generating a smooth direct signal would provide a more realistic
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timeseries. Therefore, it was investigated if these high frequency components could
be eliminated with a di↵erent filtering approach.
3.7.1 Temporal Correlation through Autoregressive IIR Fil-
tering
The first filter type to be investigated was an autoregressive IIR filter. An autore-
gressive IIR filter introduces memory into the series through time-domain recursion,
where the output is based on the input and also the weighted sum of the previous
outputs, as defined in Equation (3.24).
y[n] =  
pX
k=1
aky[n  k] + x[n] (3.24)
A method of determining the filter coe cients in an autoregressive model is set out
in [46] where it is argued that autoregressive models are able to approximate discrete-
time random processes. This method allows us to create a correlated series by con-
sidering the desired autocorrelation sequence of the series. The autocorrelation of the
direct signal series we aim to simulate is defined by a parameter A given in Equation
(3.21) and is related to the velocity of the mobile device, the sampling period and the
correlation distance.
The autocorrelation function is sampled and used to create a positive semi-definite
autocorrelation matrix Rxx. This matrix is a Toeplitz matrix with 1’s along the
diagonal, defined by Equation (3.25) [46]:
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Rxxa =  v (3.25)
where
Rxx =
26666664
Rxx[0] Rxx[1] . . . Rxx[ p+ 1]
Rxx[1] Rxx[0] . . . Rxx[ p+ 2]
...
...
. . .
...
Rxx[p  1] Rxx[p  2] . . . Rxx[0]
37777775 (3.26)
a = [ a1 a2 . . . ap ]
T (3.27)
v = [ Rxx[1] Rxx[2] . . . Rxx[p] ]
T (3.28)
and thus solving a set of Yule-Walker equations allows us to determine the filter
coe cients a. The implementation of this method requires a small error value ✏ ⇠
10 9 to the diagonal of Rxx
Once implemented, it was found that this filter did not achieve the conditions we had
hoped for. In this instance, the autoregressive filter reduces to a very short filter with
only four coe cients. This results in the filtered signal having the desired ACF but it
also retains the unwanted high frequency components we had hoped to eliminate as
the filter is not long enough, see Figure 3.3.
3.7.2 Temporal Correlation through Low Pass FIR Filtering
and Interpolating
An alternative approach was therefore investigated to achieve the desired results of
a smoother signal and appropriate autocorrelation function. It was decided to use a
two-step method. The first step involved generating the samples of the direct signal
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at a much rate slower than that of the multipath. A sample rate of 1 sample per
metre was chosen, a reduction from approximately 60 samples per metre. The series
is then filtered using the low pass IIR filter defined in Equation (3.20). The sampling
period TS used in determining the filter coe cient is equivalent to 0.02 s, a much
higher value than the original value TS = 0.0012 s. The co-polarisation subchannels
and the cross-polarisation subchannels were filtered with coe cients determined by
Equation (3.21) using the values of lcorr from Table A.4
The second step involves cubic spline interpolation of the series to increase the sample
number to the required number to match that of the multipath samples. Interpolation
of the signal alone is very e↵ective in smoothing the signal and removing the high
frequency components. It was a concern that the interpolation process may a↵ect the
correlation previously implemented with the filtering process, however, the ACF was
investigated and it was found that this method o↵ers e↵ective smoothing of the direct
signal and adequate preserving of the exponential ACF, Figure 3.4. This method was
then incorporated into the channel model to generate the correlated random sequence
used for the direct signal.
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Figure 3.4: A comparison of the signal magnitude (linear units) of the random
sequence generated to create the direct signal component in the urban user environ-
ment using (top) a combination of low-pass filtering and interpolating and (bottom)
low-pass filtering only.
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Figure 3.5: A comparison of the temporal autocorrelation of the random sequence
generated to create the direct signal component in the urban user environment using
(top) a combination of low-pass filtering and interpolating and (bottom) low-pass
filtering only. The 1/e autocorrelation distance of the urban environment is 128m
for the co-polarisation subchannels and 129m for the cross-polarisation subchannels.
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3.8 Smooth State Transition Process
In addition to the small-scale temporal correlation explored in Section 3.7 , the re-
ceived signal is also temporally correlated on a large scale as very slow variations due
to very large obstacles cause the signal to experience states, i.e. there are relatively
long periods of time during which the channel conditions are considered to remain
constant. Models which describe the state type and the state duration in the LMS
channel have evolved from three state models [4] to two state models [2] under the
premise that two state models can describe the range of fading conditions adequately
and give a better fit to experimental data. The good states comprise of instances
involving line-of-sight (LOS) and also light shadowing conditions, whereas the bad
states correspond to moderate to heavy shadowing and NLOS conditions. The state
types can overlap, thus some bad states potentially have a higher signal magnitude
that a poor good state. It’s also worth noting that the good states do not necessarily
contain a LOS component.
In the two-state approach employed in this thesis, the mobile terminal moves through
its environment and the received signal experiences a series of good and bad states. The
transitions between successive good and bad states are modelled using a semi-Markov
chain and the duration of the state is determined from a lognormal distribution, the
mean and standard deviation of which are given in [2].
To avoid unrealistic sharp changes in the signal magnitude during a state change,
a method for incorporating smooth state transitions was developed. A mean slope
of 5 dB per metre was imposed onto the magnitude of the direct signal component
by manipulating the Loo parameter triplets. This method is not completely ideal as
it does not take into account the fact that transitions will be steeper the closer the
MU is to the object. A slope of 5 dB/m was chosen as it is in line with the values
implemented in [17], [2].
Figure 3.6 shows how the slope between states is implemented. A Loo parameter
triplet is initially generated for each state and then interpolated using the state du-
ration in metres to determine the number of samples per state. We then have a Loo
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parameter triplet corresponding to each individual sample. The parameter triplet
gives us the information needed to generate the direct signal magnitude (MA) and
standard deviation (⌃A) along with the power of the multipath component (MP)
taking into account whether the sample belongs to a good or bad state. To create
a smooth transition between changing Loo triplet values and thus allow for smooth
state transitions, we focussed primarily on the mean of the direct signal, i.e. MA
is adjusted to allow for the determined slope by calculating the number of samples
required to create such a transition. These additional samples with successive increas-
ing or decreasing values of MA are inserted into the series of MA values to create a
gradually increasing or decreasing slope in the values of MA. Subsequently, ⌃A and
MP are also adjusted by the same method with the same slope as determined for MA
creating gradually increasing or decreasing slopes in the values of ⌃A and MP.
Figure 5.3 shows the results of the implementation of the smooth transition process
by comparing a state transition sequences in a timeseries without the process and
with the process.
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3.8.1 Step-by-Step Guide to Smooth State Transitioning
The instructions below outline the methodology for implementing the smooth state
transitions when generating the Loo Parameter sequence.
Generation of Loo Parameter Series with Smooth State Transitioning
• Step 1: Loo Triplet Generation
Each Loo Parameter (MA,⌃A, MP) is generated using a Gaussian random
number generator G(µ,  ) with mean and standard deviation dependent on
the user environment, the specific conditions of simulation and the state type
under consideration. A series of alternating good and bad Loo Triplets are
generated and interlaced together forming a sequence.
• Step 2: Generation of State Durations
The duration of each state is determined using a lognormal random num-
ber generator, i.e. lognrand(M,⌃) which produces the mean and standard
deviation of the state duration.
• Step 3: Interpolation of Loo Triplet Series
The state duration is used to interpolate the Loo Parameter triplet to create
a triplet for each sample in the state.
• Step 4: Identification of State Transition
State transitions are easily identified as this is where two consecutive values
of MA,⌃A and MP will not be identical.
• Step 5: Identification of State Transition
A slope with a mean of 5 dB/m for the signal magnitude is determined for
each individual state transition and thus the number of samples required to
produce each slope is determined considering the values of the mean of the
direct signal magnitude on either side of the transition.
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• Step 6: State Transition Loo Parameter
New Loo Parameter values are determined which gradually change in suc-
cessive values according to the slope and then are inserted into the Loo
Parameter Series.
• Result: Loo Parameter Matrix
A matrix containing a series of Loo parameter triplets of
form [MA, ⌃A, MP] x n, where n is the number of samples.
3.9 Doppler Shaping of the Fast Variations
As the mobile moves through the user environment, the di↵use multipath components
each undergo a Doppler shift which results in a Doppler spread. To model this e↵ect
on the multipath components, a Doppler spectrum can be implemented depending on
the assumed distribution of the angle of arrival of the multipath components.
In the LMS channel the classic U-shaped Jakes Doppler spectrum is commonly as-
sumed for the Doppler spread where the angles of arrival of the multipath components
are uniformly distributed at the receiver. However, it is not considered that this
spectrum can completely describe the Doppler spreading for the entire journey. An
interesting alternative to the Jakes Doppler spectrum, the Asymmetric Jakes Doppler
spectrum is commonly assumed in aeronautical or mobile satellite channel [47], which
has parameters for adjusting the maximum and minimum frequencies contained within
the spectrum. The Jakes and Asymmetric Jakes Doppler spectra were both imple-
mented in addition to a flat Doppler spectrum and a Gaussian spectrum through
both finite impulse response (FIR) [47] and infinite impulse response (IIR) [46] filter-
ing methods described below.
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In [47], the author describes some of the conditions that apply to particular Doppler
spectra. The Jakes spectrum is used when a number of criteria can be met, i.e. the
received signal waves propagate horizontally, the arrival of the wave is uniform at
the receiver over [-⇡, ⇡] and the antenna at receiver is omnidirectional. The Flat
Doppler spectrum is suitable for a 3D isotropic scattering environment. The angle of
arrival is assumed uniform in the elevation plane and the azimuth plane. A Gaus-
sian Doppler spectrum is associated with conditions that involve long delays in the
multipath components such high frequency terrestrial communications.
In [7] the authors explain that the Doppler spectrum must be known when designed
appropriate receive algorithms and when testing synchronisation and channel estima-
tion.
3.9.1 Doppler Shaping through FIR filtering
A series with the appropriate Doppler spectrum can be generated by filtering a ran-
dom, complex, zero-mean & unit variance Gaussian sequence with a FIR Doppler
filter derived from the method outlined in [47].
This filtering method occurs in the time domain with the frequency response proper-
ties being transferred into an impulse response. The first step of this method uses a
theoretical expression for the power spectral density (PSD) of the spectrum in ques-
tion, S(f). From the PSD, the amplitude of the frequency response H(f) is obtained
from the square root of S(f). The impulse response h(t) is then obtained by the
inverse Fourier Transform (IFFT) of the frequency response. Depending on the spec-
trum in question, i.e. whether the impulse response naturally decays to zero or not,
the impulse response sequence may need to be windowed and sampled to provide the
discrete-time impulse response h[n]. In this instance, if required, a Blackman window
is implemented, thus providing the coe cients for the filter, where a = h[n].
The theoretical expressions for the power spectral density of various Doppler spectra
are given in [47]. The PSD for the Jakes spectrum is given by:
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SJakes(f) =
1
⇡fd
q
1  ( ffd )2
, |f |  fd (3.29)
The magnitude of the amplitude of the frequency response is given by:
|HJakes(f)| =
p
(SJakes(f)) (3.30)
The impulse response is given by:
hJakes(t) =  (3/4)
✓
fd
⇡|t|
◆(1/4)
I1/4(2⇡fd|t|) (3.31)
where  (.) is the gamma function and I1/4 is the Bessell function of order 1/4.
The discrete-time impulse response, sampled and truncated to M points and causal
(delayed by M /2 points) is given by:
hJakes[m] = hJakes(t = (m M/2)ts) (3.32)
=  (3/4)
✓
fd
⇡|(m M/2)ts|
◆(1/4)
x I1/4(2⇡fd|(m M/2)ts|)
for m= 0,1,.... M -1.
The baseband normalised Flat Doppler spectrum is given by:
SF lat(f) =
1
2fd
, |f |  fd (3.33)
The impulse response is given by:
hF lat(t) =
p
2fdsinc(2fdt) (3.34)
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The discrete-time impulse response is given by:
hF lat[m] =
p
2fdsinc(2fd(m M/2)ts) (3.35)
for m= 0,1,.... M -1.
The baseband normalised Gaussian Doppler spectrum is given by:
SGauss(f) =
1p
2⇡ 2Gauss
exp
✓
  f
2
2 2Gauss
◆
, |f |  fd (3.36)
The impulse response is given by:
hGauss(t) = (2⇡)
1/4p Gauss exp( 4⇡2 2Gausst2) (3.37)
The discrete-time impulse response is given by:
hGauss[m] = (2⇡)
1/4p Gauss exp( 4⇡2 2Gauss((m M/2)ts)2) (3.38)
for m= 0,1,.... M -1.
The baseband normalised Asymmetric Jakes Doppler spectrum is given by:
SASJakes(f) =
AASJakes
⇡fd
p
1  (f/fd)2
,  fd  fd,min  f  fd,max  fd (3.39)
with AASJakes given by equation 3.42.
The discrete-time impulse response is found by performing an inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) on the frequency-sampled version of the amplitude of the frequency
response.
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3.9.2 Doppler Shaping through IIR filtering
As discussed previously in Section 3.7.1 an autoregressive IIR filter [46] may be used
to implement correlation if the desired autocorrelation is known. This method may be
used to implement a Doppler spectrum and it is the approach used in the Enhanced
Statistical model.
Theoretical expressions are given in [47] for the autocorrelation functions of important
Doppler shapes and are reproduced below. From these theoretical ACF expressions,
the autoregressive IIR filter coe cients may be obtained by creating an autocorrela-
tion matrix and solving the Yule-Walker equations as described by Equations (3.26),
(3.27), (3.28).
The autocorrelation function of the Jakes spectrum is given by Equation (3.40):
RJakes(⌧) = I0(2⇡fd⌧) (3.40)
where I0 is a Bessel function of the first kind of order 0.
The autocorrelation function of an Asymmetric Jakes spectrum is given by Equation
(3.41):
RASJ(⌧) =
AASJakes
⇡
24 bZ
a
cos(2⇡fd⌧ sin )d    j
dZ
c
sin(2⇡fd⌧ cos )d 
35 (3.41)
where a = sin 1(fd,minfd ), b = sin
 1(fd,maxfd ), c = cos
 1(fd,minfd ), d = cos
 1(fd,maxfd ) and
fd,max is the maximum Doppler shift, fd,min is the minimum Doppler shift where the
spectrum is non-zero and AASJakes is the amplitude of the spectrum given by Equation
(3.42):
AASJakes =
⇡
sin 1(fd,maxfd )  sin 1(
fd,min
fd
)
(3.42)
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The autocorrelation function of a Flat Doppler spectrum is given by Equation (3.43):
RF lat(⌧) = sinc(2fd⌧) (3.43)
The autocorrelation function of a Gaussian spectrum is given by Equation (3.44):
RGauss(⌧) = exp( 2⇡2 2⌧ 2) (3.44)
where   is defined the 3 dB cut-o↵ frequency (fc); fc =  
p
2ln(2).
Given the autocorrelation functions of each spectrum, the filter coe cients can be
determined for an IIR filter by forming an autocorrelation matrix from the sample
autocorrelation function and determining the vector a as in Equation (3.25). The filter
coe cients A and B are: A = [1 a], and B =1. Filtering the multipath component
with the IIR filter gives a series with the desired spectrum.
3.9.3 Other Methods of Doppler Shaping
The resultant Doppler spreads were also compared with Jakes Doppler implementation
using the popular Sum of Sinusoids (SoS) method [42], which contains the parameters
Ko and   to shape the spectrum, Figure 4.11. The results are discussed further in
section 4.5. This method is of interest as it allows for the channel model to have
varying mobile unit speeds.
The authors in [2] use a Butterworth filter to implement Doppler shaping with a
transfer function given by Equation (3.45)
| Hbutt(f) |2= B
1 + (f/fc)2k
(3.45)
where fc is the cut-o↵ frequency, B is a constant to normalise energy of the filtered
series to 1 and k is the order of the filter.
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This achieves a relatively flat spectrum up to the cut-o↵ frequency and gives a rea-
sonable approximation for the spectrum of the multipath components.
3.9.4 Comparison of Doppler Shaping Methods
After analysis of the autocorrelation and spectra of the product of the FIR filtering
process and the IIR filtering process it was decided to implement the IIR filtering
method based on the autocorrelation technique from [47].
The IIR method gives better match to the theoretical autocorrelation shape, a better
U-shaped Doppler spectrum and also does not require discarding of an initial amount
of filtered samples until the filter stabilises as in the FIR filter case.
The autocorrelation and the spectrum of both the FIR and IIR filtering methods are
plotted below using the Jakes Doppler spectrum as an example.
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Figure 3.8: Autocorrelation of the signal as a result of FIR filtering.
Figure 3.9: Frequency response of the signal as a result of FIR filtering.
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Figure 3.10: Autocorrelation of the signal as a result of IIR filtering.
Figure 3.11: Frequency response of the signal as a result of IIR filtering.
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3.9.5 Doppler Shift
The direct signal also has Doppler e↵ects applied to it through the additional of an
initial random phase ✓ that has a Doppler shift applied with the maximum Doppler
frequency fmax as given by Equation (2.15) and through the method outlined in section
2.2.8.1.
3.10 Variation of the XPC of the environment
As opposed to keeping the cross-polarisation coupling (XPC) of the environment con-
stant throughout the entire simulated journey using parameters from [1], the XPC
was allowed to vary throughout the journey according to the distributions given for
various user environments in [40]. This allows di↵erent XPC values to exist for good
and bad states.
3.11 Interpolation to Symbol Rate Sampling
The channel samples are generated at a rate equivalent to a sampling frequency of
⇠815 Hz. This is the minimum sampling frequency that satisfies the requirement
for the multipath component to be sampled eight times per wavelength of the carrier
frequency in order to obtain enough detail of the multipath which varies at a faster rate
than the direct signal [2]. Sampling at a lower frequency would not give us adequate
insight into the detailed fluctuations of the multipath component. Although sampling
at a higher frequency may seem like an attractive prospect, it rises questions around
the benefit of further detailed knowledge gained versus the increased computation
load of the simulation resulting in increased data production and increased simulation
time. Therefore, it is important to strike the correct balance between computational
complexity and more detailed simulation characteristics.
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However, if we wish to further assess the performance of transmission schemes or
particular coding schemes in the dual polarised LMS channel, we may wish to simulate
the application of signal processing algorithms to transmissions through the channel.
In order to apply signal processing algorithms to the channel, we must sample the
channel at a rate that matches the symbol rate of the transmitted data through
the channel in real life scenarios. This requires sampling the channel at a much
higher frequency than that used thus far in the simulation of the dual polarised LMS
timeseries.
In order to avoid simulating the timeseries at a sampling frequency that would cause
the simulator to be too slow, the application of an interpolation technique was con-
sidered that would increase the sampling frequency to match the transmission rate Rs
whilst preserving the channel characteristics.
A multirate filtering technique comprised of polyphase and linear interpolation is rec-
ommended in [47] as an optimal trade o↵ between speed & accuracy. The combination
of the polyphase and linear interpolation provides an improved preservation of the sec-
ond order statistics, such as the average fade duration and the level crossing rate of
the timeseries, than linear interpolation alone.
3.11.1 Method
For the transmissions for voice and data applications in satellite based L-band and
S-band systems, typical bit rates of ⇠9.6 - 64 kbits 1 are used [24]. To simulate trans-
mission at the two extreme values of this range, interpolation factors of 11.8 and 78.5
would be required.
For simplicity, an integer expansion rate was assumed and the interpolation rate L
set to a value of 72; therefore the polyphase interpolation factor Lp was set to 12 and
the linear interpolation factor Ll was set to 6.
L = Rs/fs = LpLl (3.46)
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where Rs is the desired channel sampling rate.
In [47], the author describes how linear interpolation is achieved by increasing the
sampling rate through zero-padding and then using a low-pass interpolation filter to
remove undesired spectral images in the frequency domain. In polyphase filtering, the
interpolation filter is reordered into a bank of Lp polyphase filters thus reducing the
computational load by a factor of 1/Lp as the coe cients corresponding to zero input
samples are not included in the filters, and each output sample is filtered by only one
polyphase filter. Inbuilt MATLAB functions exist to implement polyphase and linear
filters and combine them to form a multirate filter.
3.11.2 Results of Multirate Filtering
The multirate filter was used to filter the timeseries thus interpolating the channel
samples to a frequency of 5.87 kHz. The magnitude response of the linear filter,
the polyphase filter and the multirate combination filter are compared in Figure 3.13.
Analysis of the filtered timeseries shows a good agreement with the original timeseries,
Figure 3.12. Figure 3.14 shows how the Doppler spectrum is retained by the three
filters for a mobile unit journey simulated in the suburban user environment with an
angle of arrival of the direct signal at 180°. There is a good agreement although the
filtering process raises the power of the spectrum in the main frequency band between
-100 and 100 Hz.
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Figure 3.13: Magnitude response of the linear filter (top), the polyphase filter
(middle) and the multirate filter (bottom).
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Figure 3.14: A comparison of the original spectrum of the series samples at ⇠
815Hz, plotted in black and the interpolated series at ⇠ 5.87 kHz plotted in blue
achieved by using a linear filter (top), a polyphase filter (middle) and a multirate
filter (bottom). It can be seen that all filters result in a raising of the level of the
spectrum in the main band between -100 and 100 Hz.
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3.12 Capacity Analysis
To analyse the performance of the LMS channel under certain conditions, the outage
capacity was determined. The capacity of a channel is related to the measure of the
information that can be transmitted for a specific of signal-to-noise ratio [36]. We
can determine the mutual information (I) transmitted through the channel, assuming
there is no channel state information at the transmitter, I is given by Equation 3.47:
I = log2 det
✓
IMR +
Es
MTN0
HHH
◆
(3.47)
where Es is the energy per sympol, No is the noise power, MR andMT are the number
of receiver and transmitter antenna, H is the channel matrix andHH is the Hermitian,
complex conjugate of the channel matrix. The unit of measurement for information
is b/s/Hz.
The outage capacity (Cout,q) is the information rate that is guaranteed for (100- q)%
of the channel realisations. If I is lower than this rate, the channel is said to be in
outage, Equation 3.48:
P (I  Cout,q) = q% (3.48)
For example, if we set q = 1, we may investigate the 1% outage capacity of a channel,
we find the information rate guaranteed in 99% of the channel realisations, with only
1% of the channels being in outage.
Another performance indicator is the bit error rate (BER), which can be determined
for an uncoded quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) single-input multiple-output
(SIMO) LMS system using maximal ratio combining (MRC) [48], given by Equation
3.49:
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BER(h) =
1
2
erfc
vuutEb
No
NX
i=1
| hi |2 (3.49)
where erfc is the complementary error function, Eb is the energy per bit.
3.12.1 Capacity as a Function of Model Parameters
The e↵ect of the model parameters of the dual polarised MIMO channel on the outage
capacity and also the gain associated with a MIMO channel in comparison the single-
input single-output (SISO) channel were explored.
The cross-polarisation of the antenna is a measure of the antennas ability to distin-
guish between orthogonally polarised signals. As the XPD of the antenna increases,
we expected the outage capacity of the channel to increase as the unwanted cross-
polarised signals cause less interference and the channel becomes more diagonal [1].
This is seen in Figure 3.15, as XPD increases, the 1% outage capacity for the open
rural environment also increases. This pattern is also seen in the suburban and urban
environments, Figures 3.16 and 3.17.
As satellite elevation angle increases, the amount of obstructions from environmental
objects such as buildings decreases and this increases the probability of establishing
a clear line of sight between satellite and mobile receiver. Figures 3.18 - 3.20 shows
the expected increase in outage capacity with satellite elevation angle as simulated
for the open rural, suburban and urban user environments.
The small-scale polarisation coe cient (⇢) determines the amount of polarisation cor-
relation that occurs between subchannels within the MIMO channel matrix. As cor-
relation has a detrimental e↵ect on capacity, we expect that as ⇢ increases from 0.1
(least correlation) to 0.9 (greatest correlation), outage capacity will decrease. Figures
3.21 and 3.22 show this expected pattern for the open rural and suburban environ-
ments and Figure 3.23 shows this expected pattern for the urban environment with
only bad states included in the calculation of the outage capacity.
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Figure 3.15: A plot of outage capacity against SNR for a range of antenna XPD
values in the open rural user environment.
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Figure 3.16: A plot of outage capacity against SNR for a range of antenna XPD
values in the suburban user environment.
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Figure 3.17: A plot of outage capacity against SNR for a range of antenna XPD
values in the urban user environment for bad states only.
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Figure 3.18: A plot of outage capacity against SNR for a range of satellite eleva-
tion angles in the open rural user environment.
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Figure 3.19: A plot of outage capacity against SNR for a range of satellite eleva-
tion angles in the suburban user environment.
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Figure 3.20: A plot of outage capacity against SNR for a range of satellite eleva-
tion angles in the urban user environment.
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Figure 3.21: A plot of outage capacity against SNR for a range of small-scale
polarisation correlation coe cient values, with ⇢tx=⇢rx, for the open rural user
environment.
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Figure 3.22: A plot of outage capacity against SNR for a range of small-scale
polarisation correlation coe cient values, with ⇢tx=⇢rx, for the suburban user en-
vironment.
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Figure 3.23: A plot of outage capacity against SNR for a range of small-scale
polarisation correlation coe cient values, with ⇢tx=⇢rx, for BAD states only in the
urban user environment.
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3.12.2 MIMO over SISO Advantage
A useful comparison can be made between the outage capacity of a 2x2 MIMO matrix
and the outage capacity of two orthogonally polarised SISO channels as these two
systems will have equal transmit power and bandwidth. As polarisation is already
used in as an extra colour in frequency reuse schemes, [38] describes the importance
of investigating the gain to be found in moving from this existing arrangement of two
orthogonally polarised SISO channels to a dual polarised MIMO channel and finding
the optimal conditions for dual polarised MIMO implementation.
The MIMO advantage (MA) is a dimensionless ratio of the outage capacity of the 2x2
dual polarised MIMO channel to the outage capacity of 2 orthogonal SISO subchan-
nels. The main di↵erence between these two arrangements is that with the SISO case
the two cross-polarisation channels act as interference to the co-polarisation channels,
whereas with the dual polarised MIMO case, the joint signal processing utilities these
cross-polarisation channels to its advantage. If the MIMO advantage is greater than 1
then the capacity of the MIMO arrangement exceed that of the 2*SISO arrangement.
As can be seen on Figure 3.24, the MIMO advantage exceeds 1 in all simulations.
Figure 3.24 shows the plots of the MIMO advantage when three parameters are in-
vestigated for the three user environments simulated at 15 dB SNR and using the
baseline parameters in Table A.1. In the three plots, the MIMO advantage is greater
in the urban user environment and decreases when moving to the suburban area and
then decreases again in the open rural environment. This is due to the ability of
the MIMO arrangement to take advantage of the rich scattering in urban areas and
the high level of environmental cross-polarisation coupling the signal undergoes in
this environment. This e↵ect decreases as we change from urban, suburban to open,
thus open rural environments benefit least from the implementation of dual polarised
MIMO architecture.
A number of other patterns emerge from Figure 3.24; the MA decreases with increasing
antenna XPD, increasing small-scale polarisation correlation coe cient and increasing
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satellite elevation angle. As the cross-polarisation of the antenna increases, the inter-
ference of the two SISO channels from the cross-polarised signals will decrease, thus
reducing the gain from implementing MIMO. As the satellite elevation angle increases,
the chance of obtaining a line-of sight signal (or partially shadowed signal) improves,
thus reducing the reliance on multipath scattering and cross-polarised signal compo-
nents for received signal. The change in satellite elevation angle has little e↵ect on
the MIMO advantage in the open rural user environment due to the high probability
of LOS states. The improvement in MIMO capacity relies on receiving independent
signals, thus it is greatly a↵ected by increased correlation between the subchannels
and the MA is reduced by increasing the polarisation correlation coe cient.
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Figure 3.24: (i) The MIMO advantage obtained in open, suburban and urban
environments at 15dB SNR plotted against (i) antenna XPD, (ii) satellite elevation
angle, (iii) small-scale polarisation correlation coe cient.
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3.12.3 MIMO vs SIMO
Figure 3.25 shows three timeseries simulated for the suburban user environment using
SISO, SIMO and MIMO architectures. These simulations use a semi-Markov chain
to model the transitions between good and bad states. The SISO timeseries shows
a series of good and bad states, although the state types are not completely obvious
as they are somewhat obscured by the large variations in the received signal level.
In the timeseries of the SIMO and MIMO arrangements, the additional antenna and
the associated diversity advantage result in a decrease of the fading margins, and
therefore the good and bad states are much more pronounced in the these simulations.
In the SIMO timeseries, the received signal at the two receivers is very similar and
one almost completely overlaps the other. In the MIMO timeseries, the same is
true of the two co-polarisation components (h11 and h22) and also of the two cross-
polarisation components (h12 and h21), although the two types of components are
easily identifiable, with the cross-polarisation having a much lower signal power than
the co-polarisation components.
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Figure 3.26 shows how BER and outage capacity are a↵ected by increasing the number
of receive antenna in a SIMO system. Three architectures are considered per user
environment: a 1x1 SISO channel, a 2x1 SIMO channel and a 4x1 SIMO channel.
Maximal ratio combining (MRC) is used to combine the multiple subchannels and
as expected, the outage capacity and BER both improve as the number of receiver
antenna increase.
The open rural environment provides the best outage capacity and BER of the three
environments investigated, at 15dB SNR the 1x1 SISO, 2x1 SIMO and 4x1 SIMO ar-
rangements have outage capacities of approximately 4 b/s/Hz, 5 b/s/Hz and 6 b/s/Hz,
respectively. In the suburban environment at 15 dB SNR the outage capacities for the
three antenna arrangements (in the same order) are approx. 1.5 b/s/Hz, 2.5 b/s/Hz
and 3 b/s/Hz. These values decrease further in the urban environment to approx.
0.6 b/s/Hz, 1.0 b/s/Hz, 1.4 b/s/Hz. The urban environment stands to gain the most
from the multiple antenna configuration in the SIMO scenario in comparison to the
open and suburban environments due to the scattering richness of the urban environ-
ment. The increased scattering in the urban environment will lead a decrease in the
correlation of the output signals and thus increase the performance of the channel and
the outage capacity. This can be seen in Figure 3.26 as the gain in outage capacity
for the urban environment when the SIMO antenna configuration is increased from
two antenna to four antenna is significant and relatively greater than achieved in the
open and suburban environments.
In the open rural environment a BER of 10 5 is achieved at 13.5 dB, 11 dB, 8.5 dB
for the SISO, 2x1 SIMO and 4x1 SIMO arrangements respectively. In the suburban
environment a greater SNR is required to reach the same BER, this increases to 30 dB,
25 dB and 22.5 dB for the three antenna arrangements. In the urban environment none
of the antenna arrangements reach a BER of 10 5 below 30 dB SNR.
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Figure 3.26: The BER and 1% outage capacity in open rural, suburban and urban
environments for SISO, 2x1 SIMO and 4x1 SIMO architectures.
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So far polarisation e↵ects have not been introduced to the SIMO simulations. A
fairer comparison between the MIMO and SIMO architectures would be possible after
introducing polarisation e↵ects to the SIMO model as most satellite transmissions
incorporate polarisation. The performance indicated in the results above may be
a↵ected by the omission of polarisation e↵ects.
3.12.4 Markov vs Semi-Markov
Table 3.1 shows the number of good and bad states and the typical duration spent
in each state type for a travelled distance of 500m for each user environment. A
surprising observation from this table is that the number of good and bad states in
each user environment is approximately equivalent; therefore it is not the case that
good states or bad states dominate any particular environment. The large di↵erence
in outage capacity for each environment is due to the fact that the good and bad
states are not equivalent as we move from environment to environment, with a bad
state in an urban environment producing a much lower capacity than a bad state in
an open rural environment. In the open rural environment the bad states last longer
than the good states, this is due to the large-scale of the objects that are interfering
with the signal to cause a bad state, i.e. very large objects causing partial shadowing
of the direct signal.
Table 3.1: The number of times per 500m simulation good and bad states are
experienced and the typical distance travelled in each state type for Markov and
semi-Markov state transition modelling.
Semi-Markov modelling Open Rural Suburban Urban
No. good states 3 7 5
No. of bad states 3 7 5
Distance in good states (m) 160 299 225
Distance in bad states (m) 340 201 275
Markov modelling Open Rural Suburban Urban
No. good states 3 6 5
No. of bad states 3 6 5
Distance in good states (m) 150 306 261
Distance in bad states (m) 350 194 239
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Figure 3.27: A comparison of open rural, suburban and urban user environments
with (i) Markov state transition modelling and (ii) semi-Markov state transition
modelling.
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3.13 Summary
This chapter details the Enhanced Statistical LMS channel model that incorporates
MIMO through dual polarisation and gives a step-by-step methodology for the sim-
ulation of the channel using MATLAB. The Enhanced Statistical LMS model is a
stochastic model that uses the Liolis-CTTC model as a baseline and includes a num-
ber of enhancements to the model for a more accurate timeseries generator better
resembling transmissions obtained in real-life scenarios.
A method of producing the temporal correlation in the direct signal component is
implemented which achieves an exponential autocorrelation function of the signal and
does not produce unwanted high-frequency components produced as a result of low-
pass filtering. The direct signal component was generated at a slower rate of 1 sample
per metre, filtered with a single coe cient IIR filter and interpolated to match the
sample rate of the multipath component.
The spatial correlation in both the direct signal component and the multipath signal
component where implemented through the Weichselberger method of creating a co-
variance matrix based on the eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrices of the
receiver and the transmitter.
The modelling of the state series was modified to incorporate an improved semi-
Markov chain model with state duration calculated from lognormal distributions. The
state transition process was enhanced to include a state transition slope in which the
signal magnitude is gradually changed from the mean signal magnitude of one state
to the mean signal magnitude of the next state.
A Doppler shift was applied to the direct signal component based on the velocity of
the mobile and the angle of arrival of the signal and the satellite elevation angle. A
Doppler shift was also applied to the multipath component, resulting in a complex
spectrum in the multipath component achieved through IIR filtering. A number of
methods of applying the Doppler spectra to the series and a range of Doppler shapes
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where investigated including the Jakes Doppler spectrum, a Flat spectrum, a Gaussian
spectrum and an Asymmetric Jakes Doppler spectrum.
The model output shows the capacity of the dual polarised MIMO LMS channel pro-
vides a gain over SISO capacity by analysis of the MIMO advantage. The relationship
between 1% outage capacity of the channel and a number of model parameters were
investigated and it was found that outage capacity increased with increasing satellite
elevation angle, increasing cross-polarisation of the antenna and decreasing values for
the cross-polarisation coe cient used for determining the correlation in the multipath
signal component. This relationship is observed in all user environments, i.e. open,
suburban and urban.
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with Liolis and QuaDRiGa models
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we compare the stochastic and deterministic channel models in the
dual polarised satellite communications context. The dual polarised multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) land mobile satellite (LMS) channel may be modelled using
a variety of approaches, these are classed as either stochastic or deterministic, hybrid
approaches incorporating both methods are also possible.
Stochastic models are based on statistical methods and generalised parameters to
model the received signal that may be produced in a particular channel. This type
of model has certain advantages; the model is attractive due to the low complexity
involved and thus high speed of simulation. Stochastic models may be used to sim-
ulate the channel conditions in a wide range of situations and environments simply
by changing a small number of key simulation parameters. The drawbacks of this
modelling approach include a lack of ability to simulate specific environments or spe-
cific details in the simulated journey. Statistical models comprise of a few di↵erent
approaches: geometric models, parametric models and correlation based models [33].
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Geometric stochastic models build hypothetic propagation environments and model
interactions between the wave and reflectors & scatterers in the environment and
groups of reflectors & scatterers in the environment. To build knowledge of typi-
cal environmental geometry in specific environments, fisheye images may be taken in
various environments and types of location [49], thus realistic environments can be
modelled that have the correct number of objects in them with the correct distribu-
tion with correct relative sizing, for example, number of cars, number of lamp posts,
building size and density, street width.
Parametric models involve detailed modelling of interactions between the wave of the
signal and the objects in the environment. This type of model allows insight into
the angle of arrival of the multipath signal at the receiver and frequency selective
properties of the channel and thus wideband models can be developed. A wideband
model may be necessary for further analysis of the channel performance for such
applications as Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) [50]. However the benefits
of more accurate modelling are counterbalanced by high computational complexity.
Correlation based models use methods like the Kronecker and Weichselberger to de-
termine the correlation that exists between dependant realisations of the channel.
The Liolis-CTTC model is an example of a stochastic model that includes channel
correlation applied through the Kronecker method and other stochastic methods are
simulated using filtering to simulate a complex dual polarised MIMO channel.
Deterministic models simulate the precise receive environment and may involve ray-
tracing algorithms which determine the exact physical interactions that occur between
the wave of the signal and the environment. Detailed knowledge of the environment
is required and the results of the simulation will be the same each time unless the
environment geometry is changed. The Quasi Deterministic Radio channel Generator
(QuaDRiGa) model is an example of a semi-deterministic channel model that also
incorporates geometric-stochastic methods.
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4.2 The Liolis-CTTC Model
The Enhanced Statistical LMS model is an evolution of the Liolis-CTTC model there-
fore many of the modelling procedures are the same or similar.
The main benefits of the Liolis-CTTC model are that it brings together standard and
accepted modelling techniques for both MIMO channels and polarisation diversity and
applies them to the LMS model for the first time. It was a significant contribution
to the modelling of LMS communication systems and is widely accepted and highly
regarded within the channel modelling community. The key di↵erences between the
modelling techniques in the Liolis-CTTC and those in the Enhanced statistical model
as previously described are summarised below.
• The state transitions occur instantaneously and the probability of transitioning
from one state type (i.e. good or bad) to another state type is modelled using a
Markov Chain. The parameters for generating the random walk of the Markov
Chain are in Table A.2.
• The temporal correlation of the direct signal component is obtained by using a
single coe cient low-pass filter. The direct signal samples are generated at a
rate that equals that of the multipath sample generation (i.e. eight samples per
wavelength of the carrier signal) and the rate of variation in the direct signal is
then is decreased using the filtering process.
• The spatial correlation of the direct signal component is obtained using the
covariance matrix C¯ from the experimentally derived values in Table A.1.
• The spatial correlation of the multipath components is obtained by deriving
the covariance matrix C˜ through the Kronecker product of the two covariance
matrices R˜rx and R˜tx [1]:
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R˜tx = MP ·
26664
1 2
p
(1   )  ⇢˜tx
2
p
(1   )  ⇢˜tx 1
37775 (4.1)
R˜rx = MP ·
26664
1 2
p
(1   )  ⇢˜rx
2
p
(1   )  ⇢˜rx 1
37775 (4.2)
C˜ = R˜Ttx ⌦ R˜rx (4.3)
• The cross-polarisation coupling (XPC) of the environment remains constant
throughout the entire simulated journey in a particular environment with values
taken from [19, 40].
• There are no Doppler e↵ects modelled, i.e. there is no Doppler spectrum applied
to the multipath components thus they are without memory. Also, no Doppler
shift is applied to the direct signal component.
• Ts changes according to environment because it depends on the coherence time
of the channel, thus urban Ts= 0.0008 s, suburban Ts = 0.0012 s, open Ts =
0.0011 s
The Liolis-CTTC model has low complexity, easy to change parameters and low sim-
ulation time. It is used to help validate the Enhanced Statistical model as it can
be observed from analysis if enhancements made within the model results in more
accurate time series production.
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generate state sequence
Loo parameter triplet (M,⌃,MP)
fading on direct signal (M,⌃)
fading on multi-path (MP)
channel matrix H
Figure 4.1: Flow chart of the generalised stages in modelling the dual polarised
LMS channel using a statistical model such as the Liolis-CTTC model.
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4.3 The QuaDRiGa Model
4.3.1 Background
The QuaDRiGa [51] is the second model used for comparison in this thesis. QuaDRiGa
is a geometric-stochastic channel model that uses statistical ray-tracing to model
the e↵ects of the environment on the propagating wave of the signal. QuaDRiGa’s
statistical element arises from the fact that exact geometric representations of the
environments are not created as in typical ray-tracing models, instead, simulation
environments are created that contain randomly positioned scatterer clusters. The
received signal is calculated from the addition of the reflected components from each
scatterer cluster using ray-tracing as the receiver moves through the environment.
There is an added level of complexity in this model over a purely statistical model as
the physical e↵ects of each scatterer cluster on the propagating signal are modelled
thus increasing the computational workload of the simulation. Thus, each individual
multipath component is determined, along with parameters associated with the mul-
tipath component including the total path length of multipath component, the angle
of departure from scatterer cluster,and the angle of arrival at receiver [51].
4.3.2 Parameterisiation of the Model
QuaDRiGa is a complex and detailed generic model that uses di↵erent parameter sets
to model di↵erent propagating environments and scenarios. The QuaDRiGa model
and its parameter sets were developed after analysis of two major measurement cam-
paigns that were conducted as part of the European Space Agency’s (ESA) ARTES
programme. The Mobile Satellite Channel with Angle Diversity project (MiLADY)
concluded in 2009 [22] and the Characterisation of the MIMO Channel for Mobile
Satellite Systems project (MIMOSA) concluded in 2013 [21]. QuaDRiGa builds on
the Wireless World Initiative for New Radio (WINNER) model for terrestrial cellular
radio [9]. It includes some of the parameters from the WINNER model and other pa-
rameters from the MIMOSA measurement campaign, therefore it is highly adaptive
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and and can be used to simulate transmissions in a vast range of scenarios includ-
ing land mobile satellite transmissions and outdoor to indoor cellular transmissions.
Each QuaDRiGa scenario is described by a configuration file that contains over 50
parameters, these are used to determine a large-scale correlation parameter map used
for determining the channel coe cients, an example configuration file is included in
Appendix B
The parameter lists contains information about the seven main Large Scale Parameters
(LSPs), which are: the root mean square (RMS) Delay Spread (DS), K-Factor (KF),
Shadow Fading (SF), the Azimuth spread of Departure (AsD) at the scatterer cluster,
the Azimuth spread of Arrival (AsA) at the receiver, the Elevation spread of Departure
(EsD) at the scatterer cluster and the Elevation spread of Arrival (EsA) at the receiver.
The parameter list is not confined to these seven parameters and other information is
contained in each environment file such as the path loss needed for normalisation. For
the purposes of land mobile satellite transmissions, a series of MIMOSA configuration
files exists containing the required parameters for simulation. A satellite elevation
range may be chosen from 10°- 45°, 16°- 25°, 25°- 35°or 35°- 45°.
QuaDRiGa encompasses two modelling approaches, a narrowband model and a wide-
band model. The narrowband models o↵ers much of the analysis capabilities of a
typical statistical model, for example it incorporates a two state semi-Markov model
with Doppler shaping filters and the delay spread is considered to be zero. The wide-
band extension allows for additional analysis including consideration of the frequency
selective properties of the channel, detailed multipath modelling, the distribution of
the Angle of Arrival of the multipath components. In addition, the time evolution
within the model allows for the continuous reassessment of channel conditions due to a
moving receiver in terms of drifting within the channel and scatterer cluster evolution
[51]. The wideband model is used for the purposes of this thesis and a narrowband
timeseries is extracted ignoring the addition specular components and delay spread
information generated within the model.
Although QuaDRiGa allows us to simulate very detailed and complex scenarios, the
increased complexity leads not only to increased simulation time but also increased
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di culty in the initialisation and running of simulations as many parameters must be
considered and designed. The following sections describe the main aspects involved
in designed and controlling a QuaDRiGa simulation.
4.3.3 Polarisation and Antenna Modelling
QuaDRiGa builds on the WINNER model however; some aspects of its implemen-
tation are further advanced than the WINNER model, such as the newly developed
three-dimensional propagation modelling approach which includes antenna modelling
and polarisation modelling [51]. QuaDRiGa contains extensive antenna modelling and
allows for the application of a wide variety of antenna types and antenna parameters
may be controlled by the user. The antenna patterns are described with spherical
co-ordinates using matrices and are modelled with matrix transformations. Antenna
types include an omnidirectional antenna, a dipole, a right-hand circularly polarised
(RHCP) dipole, a left-hand circularly (LHCP) dipole and a LHCP/RHCP-dipole.
Customisable properties of the antenna include the direction of antenna orientation,
the angle of the dipole opening, and the coupling between dipoles. The rotation
of the antenna polarisation a↵ects the received power in the co- and cross-polarised
subchannels.
Although the antenna modelling is customisable, the default settings were used or the
simulations conducted for the baseline simulations used in this thesis. The settings in
the satellite tutorial within QuaDRiGa were used as a template, i.e. the transmitter
and receiver arrays were constructed out of two customisable diodes with 90° openings,
which are coupled using a coupling matrix to produce two orthogonally circularly
polarised signals. The coupling matrix is customisable and may be used to create
independent antenna elements by setting the coupling matrix equal to an identity
matrix. For the dual polarised simulations, the circularly polarised signals are created
by feeding the antenna a single signal that is split between the two antenna elements
and shifted out of phase with one another by 90 degrees [51]. Equation (4.4) describes
the coupling matrix (CM) used.
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CM =
1p
2
24 1 1
j -j
35 (4.4)
The antenna properties within QuaDRiGa are separated from the polarisation e↵ects
of the channel. QuaDRiga uses a new polarisation model that is developed to model
complex polarisation e↵ects using the Jones model developed for polarisation e↵ects
in optical fibres [52]. In line-of-sight (LOS) conditions, the polarisation is calculated
through simple linear matrix transformations, taking into account the orientations of
the transmitter and receiver. For non line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions, as the polarisa-
tion of the wave may change during interactions with objects within the propagation
environment for example reflections may result in a change of polarisation, therefor
the cross-polarisation ratio (XPR) of the environment also a↵ects the polarisation of
the signal.
4.3.4 Setting Up and Running a QuaDRiGa Simulation
The QuaDRiGa model is implementable in MATLAB, set up and simulation of the
model requires a number of stages and o↵ers control and adaptability over a number
of parameters that are not available in the Liolis-CTTC model. The QuaDiGa model
is divided into separate sections; the state sequence generator (SSG), the propagation
parameter generator (PPG) and the small-scale fast-fading model (SSFM). The SSFM
model in QuaDRiGa may be narrowband or wideband.
The following method is based on the satellite tutorial that is included in the open-
source QuaDRiGa software package. Initially the frequency of the simulation is set to
an S-band value of 2.2GHz and where possible simulations parameters are changed
to match those used in the statistical models, for example, the velocity of the mo-
bile receiver, the mean and standard deviation of the lognormal parameters for state
duration generation.
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set up track layout
set up antenna layout
set up network layout
simulate channel parameters
determine channel coe cients
Figure 4.2: Flow chart of the setting up and running of a simulation to model the
dual polarised LMS channel using the QuaDRiGa model.
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• Set Up Track Layout
A virtual track for the mobile receiver to move along is created. The track is
the path the receiver will follow during the simulation and consists of virtual
streets of various lengths and may include turns at junctions with parameters to
control likelihood of turning. A series of good and bad states are generated, this
algorithm was adapted to mirror the semi-Markov model with lognormally dis-
tributed state lengths as used in the statistical models. Snapshots are obtained
for each state and interpolated to obtain a reasonable sample density allowing
for enough detail but without creating onerous processing requirements.
• Set Up Antenna Layout
The antenna type is defined along with the opening size of the patch. A trans-
mitter array is created from the desired antenna elements with circularly po-
larised antenna elements created through copying the antenna, phase shifting
and coupling the signal passed to each antenna. The antenna polarisation and
angle may be rotated to a chosen value around any axis. The receiver array is
then created by duplicating the first array and both antenna arrays are rotated
to face towards each other.
• Set Up Network Layout
The track and antenna arrays are combined to create the complete simulation
network, with parameters being defined such as: satellite elevation angle, satel-
lite azimuth angle, satellite orbital distance and receiver latitude.
• Generate Correlated Large Scale Parameters
Tables of parameters exist for each environment at a specific satellite elevation
range and state type (i.e. LOS and NLOS). The list of parameters includes the
mean and variance for the parameter in that particular scenario and from these
parameters Large Scale Parameter correlation maps are produced.
• Calculate Channel Coe cients
The channel coe cients are generated for each segment based on the generated
LSP maps. The channel coe cients of each segment are then combined into
a continuous channel with a certain amount of overlap between each segment.
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The channel is then interpolated again to produce a higher sample density which
considers the speed of the receiver.
4.4 Comparison of Results
The following section compares results from each of the three models beginning with a
comparison of the di↵erent set-up and initalisation requirements of the models followed
by an in-depth analysis of the timeseries output from each of the models and analysis
of the 2nd order statistics.
4.4.1 Initialisation of models
The QuaDRiGa timeseries is simulated with parameters for urban environments with
satellite elevation of 35°- 45°, with the transmitter and receiver arrays comprised of
coupled patch antenna to produce a RHCP and LHCP signal at a carrier frequency
of 2.2GHz. The vehicle-mounted mobile velocity was constant throughout simulation
at 50 km/h. The turning probability when reaching the end of a 100m street was 0.4,
Figure 4.3 shows the simulated track layout for the 100,000 km simulation. A list of
the parameters used is contained within Appendix B.
The LOS and NLOS signals are each separately normalised by manually setting the
path loss. The LOS states were normalised so that the cumulative Distribution Func-
tion (CDF) of the co-polarised signal at 50% coincides with a signal magnitude of
0 dB. The NLOS states were normalised so that the CDF of cross-polarised signal
at 50% coincides with a signal magnitude of -19 dB. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the
normalise CDF of the LOS states and the NLOS states from a QuaDRiGa simulation
of a mobile receiver travelling in an urban environment.
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Figure 4.3: The virtual 100,000 km track followed by the mobile receiver in the
simulation of the received signal in the urban environment using the QuaDRiGa
model. Along this track a series of LOS and NLOS states are experienced by the
received signal. This graph was produced with code supplied within the QuaDRiGa
software package.
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Figure 4.4: Cumulative Distribution Function of the LOS states in QuaDRiGa
timeseries simulated in an urban environment with satellite elevation angle 35°-
45°and mobile velocity of 50 km/h. Normalisation is set to coincide the probability
of 50% of the co-polarised signal with a signal magnitude of 0 dB.
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Figure 4.5: Cumulative Distribution Function of the NLOS states in QuaDRiGa
timeseries simulated in an urban environment with satellite elevation angle 35°-
45°and mobile velocity of 50 km/h. Normalisation is set to coincide the probability
of 50% of the cross-polarised signal with a signal magnitude of -19 dB.
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4.4.2 Timeseries
The timeseries for the Enhanced Statistical model, the Liolis-CTTC model and the
QuaDRiGa model are plotted in Figure 4.10 for mobile travelling at 50 km/h in an ur-
ban environment. Although they are not an exact match, the three models give good
agreement in terms of the magnitude of the received signal showing similar separation
of the co-polarisation and cross-polarisation subchannels. It would be expected that
the Enhanced Statistical model and the Liolis-CTTC model share common features
in their timeseries as they are both statistical models that share common simulation
processes. There are a number of key di↵erences in the parameterisation of the sta-
tistical and geometric-statistical models and in the simulation processes that should
be considered when comparing the timeseries output from the three models.
The unit used for the signal level in the timeseries plots throughout this chapter is
dB/LOS. This unit is used to indicate that the simulated received signal power level
is obtained by nomalising the MIMO channel with respect to the LOS power level in
dB. This arises due to the fact that the Loo statistical parameters obtained from the
data in [2] are normalised thus producing a normalised timeseries.
4.4.2.1 Magnitude of Received Signal During Good and Bad States
The first obvious, observable di↵erence in the plotted timeseries is that the QuaDRiGa
simulated signal reaches higher received signal magnitudes than the Enhanced Statis-
tical simulated timeseries or the Liolis-CTTC simulated timeseries, Figure 4.10. This
is due to the fact that QuaDRiGa model always assumes LOS and NLOS conditions
as opposed to the more versatile good and bad states of the statistical models. This
means in an LOS state QuaDRiGa always has a LOS component in the received signal
and therefore may reach higher signal magnitudes than a good state as defined in the
statistical models.
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4.4.2.2 Variation Between Same Polarisation Subchannels
The second observable di↵erence between the QuaDRiGa simulated received signal
and the statistical model simulated timeseries is the scale of the variations in the
signal magnitude within each state, Figure 4.7. In plotted timeseries of the Liolis-
CTTC model, there appears to be little variation in the signal magnitude within each
state, i.e. each state is quite boxlike in its shape. In addition to this characteris-
tic, the magnitude of the received signal by each antenna is almost identical, with
very little di↵erence between the two co-polarised received signals and the two cross-
polarised received signals. These features are to be expected when we consider that
the RHCP and LHCP transmitted signals are modelled in the same way and there is
very little within the model to create a di↵erence in the received signal magnitude,
only some randomly generated e↵ects. In addition, the cross-polarised discrimination
(XPD) of the antenna and the cross-polarised coupling (XPC) of the environment,
the parameters that may cause di↵erent e↵ects within states and between di↵erent
subchannels, are constant throughout the entire simulation. This fact, in combina-
tion with the fact that the Loo parameter triplet which controls the state conditions
also remains constant for an entire state, leads to the unchanging, boxlike states with
high similarity between the two co-polarisation subchannels and also between the two
cross-polarisation subchannels in the Liolis-CTTC model.
4.4.2.3 Variation in Signal Magnitude at State Transitions
In comparison to the timeseries output from the statistical models, the QuaDRiGa
model, exhibits a high degree of variation in the signal magnitude. It is much more
di cult to ascertain if a state has changed or remained the same within a given
travelled distance of the simulated journey due to the high level of variation in the
signal in a single state. In Figure 4.7, we consider the timeseries from the QuaDRiGa
model for the distance travelled between 2053 - 2538m, the distance at which the state
transitions actually occur are marked on the plot with dashed lines. It is interesting
to consider the signal variations within the states and also to note the trend in the
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signal at the position of the state change. In particular, the first state from 2053 -
2114m may seem to be comprised of two di↵erent states, one with greater standard
deviation of the signal magnitude and one with a lesser amount of standard deviation.
The magnitude of the signal in all the subchannels also decreases slightly, however,
the magnitude of the LHCP/LHCP subchannel appears to decrease significantly from
approx. -20 dB to approx. -30 dB. With the state positions marked it is easy to
identify the series of good and bad states, however, it would be more di cult to
judge by eye where exactly the state transitions occur using the only changes in the
received signal as a guide. For the good to bad state change that occurs at 2213m, the
signal magnitude decreases after the marked state change position. In comparison, at
the next bad to good state change that occurs at 2329m, it appears that the signal
magnitude is beginning to increase slightly before the state change position is marked.
This e↵ect may due to the method in which QuaDRiGa adds together segments of
the simulated journey by allowing for a certain degree of overlapping to exist between
segments, in the case of this simulation an overlapping of 10% was allowed. However,
it may simply be caused by the high level of signal variation within the state causing
a change in signal magnitude that is unrelated to the state change.
4.4.2.4 Number of State Transitions
It would appear from the timeseries that the QuaDRiGa received signal undergoes
more state transitions than the statistical models on the simulated journey of 1500m
as plotted in Figure 4.6. However, all models use the same parameters for the semi-
Markov model used to determine state durations. The number of states the Enhanced
Statistical model and the QuaDRiGa model were analysed to find if there was a
di↵erence.
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Table 4.1: The number of times per 100 km simulation good and bad states are
experienced by the received signal and the typical distance travelled in each state
type for the Enhanced Statistical and QuaDRiGa model, both simulated in an urban
environment.
Model Enhanced Statistical QuaDRiGa
No. good states 909 965
No. of bad states 910 964
Total state transitions 1819 1929
Distance in good states (m) 44,887 45,706
Distance in bad states (m) 55,823 59,949
Total distance travelled (m) / 104,652 105,655
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Table 4.1 shows the number of state transitions per model for a minimum 100 km
simulation. It is appears that the QuaDRiGa model changes states more often than
the Enhanced Statistical model, i.e. 1929 times in 105.7 km in comparison with 1819
times in 104.7 km for the QuaDRiGa and Enhanced Statistical models respectively.
The main reason for this di↵erence is due to the method used for the state transition
process in the Enhanced Statistical model. As this process adds extra samples to each
state in order to create a smooth transition process. This implementation serves to
slightly elongate each state therefore changing state less often in a given simulated
travelled distance. Without the added extra samples from the smooth state transition
process, the simulated journey would have been 100,710 m. If the Enhanced Statistical
model is used to simulate a journey of 105.7 km without the implementation of the
smooth state transition process, the total number of states is 1906, which is a much
closer match to the 1929 total number of states in the QUaDRiGa simulated journey.
It may be appropriate to modify the algorithm for the state transition mechanism to
allow for the slope changing between one state to the next to be contained within the
first state, or even to be spread across the two states without adding extra samples.
This would not be an onerous update to make to the model; comparison with real
measurement data would be useful in deciding if this modification would be worth-
while.
4.4.2.5 Variation in Signal Magnitude During States
During a single state the QuaDRiGa timeseries displays a lot of variation in the
signal magnitude. If we consider the state that occurs between 2454 m and 2538
m in Figure 4.7, the signal magnitude of the co-polarised RHCP-RHCP and LHCP-
LHCP subchannels are initially around 0 dB. The signal magnitudes then increase
slightly by a few dB and then dips to approximately -10 dB before rising back to just
below 0 dB again. A similar level of variation is not observable in the Liolis-CTTC
model. The e↵ect arises from the constantly evolving nature of the QuaDRiGa model
with the channel being comprised of states that overlay a track layout of streets with
varying orientations. Therefore factors that a↵ect the channel may change within a
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state, for example when the vehicle changes direction. The track may change direction
three times during a state determined by a defined probability and therefore within
the state the characteristics of the received signal may change slightly. Scatterer
clusters are randomly placed within the environment and a↵ect the multipath signal
causing greater or lesser variance in the received signal. As the mobile receiver moves
through the environment, a specific cluster may stop or start having an influence on
the received signal.
In Figure 4.8 we can see the changes that occur in the received signal for 5 successive
states when the number of clusters within both LOS and NLOS states are both set
to the minimum value possible, i.e. 1 (NB: 0 not being permissible as no multipath
signal would then exist) and then the e↵ect of the scatter clusters on the signal
when the number of clusters within both LOS and NLOS states are both set to
10. By minimising the scatterer clusters in the environment within QuaDRiGa, we
can observe that variations occur due to the increased number of scatterer clusters.
However, this plot also allows us to observe the variations in the magnitude of the
direct signal whilst the multipath signal is minimised. This is the best analysis of the
direct signal we can obtain in QuaDRiGa because, it is unlike the statistical models
in which the direct and multipath components are generated separately and therefore
easily analysed.
Figure 4.8 shows that good states have little variation on the received signal magni-
tude. For example the state that runs from 580m to 763m shows a smooth state with
very little deviation from a signal magnitude of 0 dB in the LHCP/LHCP subchannel,
except when the state transition is approaching. By contrast the bad states show vari-
ation in the magnitude of the direct signal within the state. For example, the state
that runs from 559m to 580m shows a number of bumps in the signal magnitude
between 0 dB and -5 dB.
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Figure 4.9 shows a number of consecutive states simulated using the Enhanced Sta-
tistical Model. The Enhanced Statistical model shows a greater degree of variation
within each particular state than the Liolis-CTTC model. This is achieved by allowing
some of the parameters to vary throughout the simulation. For example, the XPC of
the environment varies throughout the simulated journey with each state having it’s
own particular value. The first state plotted from 5734m to 5929m shows a variation
in the received signal magnitude of the co-polarised subchannels that begins with a
mean value of approximately -10 dB which risings to approximately 0 dB and decreases
below -10 dB again towards the end of the state. This mirrors e↵ects observed in the
QuaDRiGa model in Figure 4.7.
In addition to the varying signal magnitude, the Enhanced Statistical model also
shows some level of separation between polarisation subchannels of the same type.
For example, a clear separation is seen between the RHCP/RHCP subchannel and
the LHCP/LHCP subchannel in the state between 6001m to 6905m.
The variations in signal magnitude must arise due to greater variations in the direct
signal compared to the Liolis-CTTC model timeseries. The method of producing the
direct signal by filtering and then interpolation may enhance di↵erences in the random
samples used to generate the signal component.
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4.4.3 Timeseries at 20 dB XPD
The Enhanced Statistical model shows greater similarity to the QuaDRiGa model if we
simulate with an antenna XPD of 20 dB, Figure 4.10. The Enhanced model displays
less variation in the good states, for example the good state centred on 9800m is very
narrow and mirrors some of the narrow states observable in the QuaDRiGa timeseries,
such as that centred on 4000m. Greater variation in the cross-polarisation subchannels
is also observable. This is due to the greater sensitivity of the antenna in being able to
determine between the co-polarisation and cross-polarisation subchannels. Antenna
of this high a XPD value are not common in LMS scenarios, therefore this plot is only
included for comparison.
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4.5 Doppler Shaping of Spectra
Figure 4.11 shows the frequency response of the Enhanced Statistical model using
both the Jakes Spectrum and Asymmetrical Jakes Spectrum. It is clear when we
compare the frequency response of the Enhanced Statistical model to the frequency
response of the Liolis-CTTC model, which applies no Doppler shaping to the multi-
path component, the inclusion of Doppler e↵ects on the multipath components o↵ers
a more realistic simulation of the spectral properties of the channel.
If we consider the frequency response of the QuaDRiGa model, there are a number
of interesting features. In the frequency range 50 to 100Hz the frequency response
appears to have a Jakes shape, however at the other end of the spectrum between
-50 to -100Hz, the spectrum appears to have a shape which more resembles a flat
Doppler spectrum. Also, there is a separation between the co- and cross-polarisation
subchannels towards the middle of the spectrum around 0Hz.
The Enhanced Statistical LMS model with the Jakes Spectrum implemented gives
a good approximation of the QuaDRiGa spectrum as the general shapes are similar
and there is a slight separation of the co- and cross-polarisation subchannels towards
the centre of the spectrum, although this is not as pronounced as in the QuaDRiGa
spectrum. The Enhanced Statistical LMS model with the Asymmetric Jakes spectrum
implemented with a minimum frequency of -100Hz and a maximum frequency of
80Hz appears to be closest to the QuaDRiGa model as it achieves an unsymmetrical
spectrum and also consists of regions with a separation between the co- and cross-
polarisation subchannels, especially from approximately -100Hz to -80Hz.
Figure 4.12 shows the five di↵erent Doppler spectra that were applied to the Enhanced
Statistical model to investigate e↵ects of each spectrum on the statistical output of
the series. It may be possible to further increase the similarity between the frequency
response of the Enhanced Statistical Model and the QuaDRiGa model by creating
and applying a more complex Doppler shape after careful analysis of the frequency
response during particular states in the QuaDRiGa model and also real data from the
MIMOSA campaign.
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Figure 4.11: Four plots showing the frequency response of the Enhanced Statis-
tical Model with Jakes Doppler spreading (top left), the Enhanced Statistical with
Asymmetrical Jakes Doppler spreading with a minimum frequency of -100Hz and a
maximum frequency of 80Hz (top right). Also included for comparison are the fre-
quency response of the Liolis-CTTC model (bottom left) and the QuaDRiGa model
(bottom right). The four MIMO subchannels are plotted, i.e the two co-polarisation
subchannels RHCP/RHCP & LHCP/LHCP and the two cross-polarisation sub-
channels RHCP/LHCP & LHCP/RHCP. XPD = 20dB
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Figure 4.12: The normalised frequency response of the Enhanced Statistical
Model with 1) Jakes, 2) Asymmetric Jakes (fmin = -80Hz, fmax = 100Hz), 3)
Flat, 4) Gaussian, 5) Jakes through Sum of Sinusoids method (  = 1, Ko=0.99), 5)
QuaDRiGa XPD = 15 dB and normalised
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4.6 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of the timeseries from the channel model includes the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) and second order statistics, the average fade duration
(AFD) and the level crossing rate (LCR). The second order statistics depend on the
mobile speed and are also influenced by the frequency used for sampling the timeseries.
The CDF is the useful in determining the outage probability of a system as it provides
information regarding the probability that a specific signal level is not exceeded. This
signal level may be the system’s operation threshold, the outage probability may be
determined and fade margins for the system may be calculated [27].
The AFD and LCR are useful in determining suitable error protection coding schemes
and interleaving algorithms for the channel [27]. To calculate the AFD, a reference
signal is chosen and the number of occasions the signal falls below this reference is
counted along with the time the signal spends at levels below the reference, the ratio
between the two parameters gives the average fade duration. In this thesis the AFD
was calculated for reference signals at 1 dB intervals between the maximum signal
magnitude and the minimum signal magnitude for each subchannel independently.
Information about the time duration a signal may be below the operating threshold
helps determine how many bits could potentially be lost during a fade. To calculate
the LCR, the number of occasions the signal crosses a reference signal is a specified
time period is counted. In this case, as with the AFD reference signals in 1 dB intervals
between each subchannel’s maximum and minimum signal level was determined and
the sampling frequency of the model was used as the specific time interval.
4.6.1 Cumulative Distribution Function
Figure 4.13 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the normalised re-
ceived signal for the urban user environment for the Liolis-CTTC model, the Enhanced
Statistical LMS model with Jakes Doppler Spectrum and the QuaDRiGa model travel-
ling at 50 km/h for a simulated journey of 100 km. To make the plot easier to analyse,
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only one of each of the two co-polarisation and cross-polarisation subchannels are
plotted as there is a high similarity between the two co-polarisation subchannels and
the two cross-polarisation subchannels.
The three models show excellent agreement with each other in terms of their distri-
bution plots especially at low and very low signal levels. At higher signal levels, for
example over ⇠ -10 dB the Enhanced Statistical model and the Liolis-CTTC model
show a joint distribution as the signal level moves from the region in which it is
dominated by ‘good’ states with less probability of heavy shadowing on the signal.
Although LOS conditions are not highly likely in an urban environment, the received
signal at higher signal levels will have a stronger direct signal component that will be
modelled by lognormal distribution and the multipath component will be modelled
by a Rician distribution.
Low and very low signal levels in the CDF plot will represent the received signal in bad
states and will be dominated by multipath components. It is clear in Figure 4.13 that
all the models follow a similar Rayleigh distribution for the multipath components of
the signal as the signal power decreases by 10 dB over a decade of probability.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Function for the En-
hanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler Shaping, the Liolis-CTTC model and
the QuaDRiGa model. XPD = 15dB
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4.6.2 Average Fade Duration and Level Crossing Rate
Figure 4.14 shows the average fade duration (AFD) and Figure 4.15 shows the level
crossing rate (LCR) of the normalised received signal for urban user environment for
the Enhanced Statistical dual polarised LMS model, the original Liolis-CTTC model
and the QuaDRiGa model.
The AFD plot shows good agreement between the Enhanced Statistical Model and the
QuaDRiGa model in both the co-polarisation subchannel and the cross-polarisation
subchannels, also the QuaDRiGa model does not show the bump that both the En-
hanced Statistical model and the Liolis-CTTC model show in the co-polarisation
subchannel plot at signal magnitudes of 0 dB. The di↵erence in the minimum fade du-
rations at low signal magnitudes arises from the di↵erent sampling frequencies used
within each model.
The LCR plot show prominent bumps in the curve of the co-polarisation subchannel
at signal magnitudes of 0 dB for the Enhanced Statistical model and the Liolis-CTTC
model. These bumps show the meeting of the two di↵erent scenarios for the good
states and the bad states for each model with good states dominating above signal
magnitudes of 0 dB and bad states dominating at signal magnitudes lower than 0 dB.
In comparison the QuaDRiGa co-polarisation subchannel is much smoother - the
good and bad states seem to merge more seamlessly with a much smaller bump in the
curve at approximately 10 dB. The cross-polarisation subchannels in all three models
plotted in Figure 4.15 show smoother curves with maximums at signal magnitudes
of around -10 dB. The Enhanced Statistical model and the QuaDRiGa model show
greater similarity especially in the cross-polarisation subchannel.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the Average Fade Duration in wavelengths for the
Enhanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler Shaping, the Liolis-CTTC model
and the QuaDRiGa model. XPD = 15dB
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the Level Crossing Rate in crossings per wavelength
for the Enhanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler Shaping, the Liolis-CTTC
model and the QuaDRiGa model. XPD = 15dB
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4.7 Eigenvalue Analysis
Performing analysis of the eigenvalues inherent to the channel can give insight into the
channel’s properties, specifically providing an understanding of the channel’s capabil-
ity to fulfil gains through either polarisation multiplexing or diversity. This is useful
information when considering which transmission and signal processing strategies to
implement in real satellite systems employing MIMO through dual polarisation.
Eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be obtained through eigendecomposition of HH’,
whereH is the 2x2 channel matrix. By looking at the separation of the eigenvalues  n,
where n is 1 or 2 for a 2x2 dual polarised MIMO system, we can assess the polarisation
multiplexing gain or diversity.
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Figure 4.16: EigenAnalysis: comparison of the eigenvalues obtained during good
states for QuaDRiGa model, Liolis model, enhanced statistical model with Jakes
Doppler shaping, all based on received signal within an urban environment.
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Figure 4.17: Eigenvalue analysis: comparison of the eigenvalues obtained during
bad states for QuaDRiGa model, Liolis model, enhanced statistical model with
Jakes Doppler shaping, all based on received signal within an urban environment.
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Figure 4.16 plots the CDFs of eigenvalues obtained from a series of good states from
the channels generated using the three aforementioned models. It is clear that all
models show rich polarisation multiplexing within the good states as the eigenvalues
 1 and  2 lie close together [10]. There is a very close agreement between the eigenval-
ues distributions of the two statistical models with the QuaDRiGa model displaying
eigenvalues of greater magnitude greater separation of the two eigenvalues.
Figure 4.17 plots the eigenvalue distributions obtained from a series of bad states
from the channels generated using the three models. The eigenvalue distributions
from the bad states contain much lower eigenvalues than those from the good states
and also as their is a greater separation in eigenvalue distributions, the achievable
gains through polarisation multiplexing are reduced in these states. An increased
separation between eigenvalue distributions  1 and  2 indicates an increase in scat-
terers in the environment surrounding the user’s receiver [10] indicating the channel
is rich in diversity rather than multiplexing gain.
4.8 Statistical Distribution of Received Signal
In the Liolis-CTTC and Enhanced Statistical models the probability distribution of
the received signal is described using the Loo model, Equation (2.9). This joint
distribution is applied during the simulation process through the generation of unique
Loo parameter triplets (MA,⌃A, MP) for each state. MA,⌃A relate to the lognormal
fading of the direct signal component and MP relates to the Rician fading of the
multipath signal component.
Another distribution that is of interest and commonly used in the mobile radio context
is the Suzuki distribution, Equation (2.14) . This is considered a ‘worst case’ scenario
where there is no direct signal component and all the received signal is comprised of
the di↵use multipath [30].
Analysis of the statistical distributions of the simulated received signals in each of the
models was performed and the distributions were compared to theoretical distributions
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defined by parameters derived from the simulated data. The agreement between
the observed and theoretical distributions were measured through comparison of the
probability distributions (PDF), comparison of the cumulative distribution functions
(CDF) and through statistical testing of these distribution using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K-S) test and the Crame´r Von Mises (CVM) test. Table 4.2 gives the
probability that the CDF of the output of each model matches the CDF produced by
a theoretical Loo distribution with the given Loo parameter triplet with a significance
level of ↵ = 0.1 for each statistical test.
Table 4.2: Probability given by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test and the
Crame´r Von Mises (CVM) that the distribution of the output of each model is
statistically identical to the theoretical distribution generated by Loo parameter
triplet derived from the timeseries of each model. Significance level, ↵ = 0.1.
Model (MA,⌃A,MP ) dB K-S CVM
Liolis - Good states (0.122, 0.726, -11.82) 0.9482 0.9947
Enhan. Stat. - Good states (0.246, 0.771, -14.497) 0.7567 0.9922
QuaDRiGa - Good states (2.116,3.198,-11.22) 0.3669 0.7483
Liolis - Bad states (-9.974,7.889,-9.42) 0.194 0.992
Enhan. Stat. - Bad states (-9.952,7.151,-10.766) 0.345 0.984
QuaDRiGa - Bad states (-9.229,8.107,-15.22) 0.9998 0.9972
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Five theoretical distributions were generated for the statistical testing purposes; these
were Rayleigh, Rice, Lognormal, Loo and Suzuki. The parameters for the generation of
the theoretical distributions were derived from the simulated data. For the data from
the two statistical models, i.e. the Liolis-CTTC model and the Enhanced Statistical
model, accessing the necessary parameters to generate a theoretical distribution was a
straightforward process as the parameters were inherent to the simulation process, i.e.
the Loo parameter triplet. However, for the simulated data from the QuaDRiGa model
that doesn’t use Loo parameters in the simulation process, these parameters had to
be obtained through a filtering process to obtain separate direct signal and multipath
components from which the Loo parameters could be derived. Thus, having obtained
mean and standard deviation of the direct signal component and the multipath power,
tests to assess the ‘goodness of fit’ were designed for the following comparisons: the
multipath component distribution with either Rayleigh or Rician distributions, the
direct signal component distribution with the Lognormal distribution and also the
total received signal with the Loo and Suzuki distributions.
Figures 4.18 & 4.19 shows the CDFs of the three models output during good states and
bad states, compared with the theoretical distributions of the derived Loo parameters.
It is clear that there is excellent agreement between the distributions of all models
during the bad states and the LOS component in the QuaDRiGa model causes a
di↵erence in distributions between it and the statistical models.
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Figure 4.18: Good states co-polarisation subchannel distributions with compari-
son to Theoretical Loo distribution with the same average Loo Parameters for the
QuaDRiGa model, Liolis-CTTC model and Enhanced Statistical model with Jakes
Doppler shaping
Figure 4.19: Bad states co-polarisation subchannel distributions with compari-
son to Theoretical Loo distribution with the same average Loo Parameters for the
QuaDRiGa model, Liolis-CTTC model and Enhanced Statistical model with Jakes
Doppler shaping
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4.9 Summary
In this chapter we compare the Enhanced Statistical LMS model with state-of-the-
art stochastic and deterministic channel models in the dual polarised satellite com-
munications context, the statistical Liolis-CTTC model, and the semi-deterministic
geometric-stochastic QuaDRiGa model. The enhanced channel model output shows
a number of similarities to the statistical Liolis-CTTC model because many parame-
ters used in the simulation process are the same and the statistical models are both
constructed in the same way. The enhanced channel model also provides a greater
similarity to the QuaDRiGa model in a number of aspects thus providing a more
accurate timeseries, whilst the model retains the two major benefits of a statistical
model of low complexity and low simulation time.
The Enhanced Statistical LMS model timeseries shows a higher level of variation
within states, both in terms of signal magnitude and multipath variation. This is
an improvement over the Liolis-CTTC model in which the signal magnitude and
the amount of signal variation around the mean signal value seem quite fixed. The
Enhanced Statistical LMS model timeseries shows variation between the two co-
polarisation subchannels RHCP/RHCP and LHCP/LCHP and the two cross-polarisation
subchannels RHCP/LHCP and LHCP/RHCP. These e↵ects were achieved by varying
the cross-polarisation coupling of the environment throughout the simulated journey.
The Enhanced Statistical LMS model timeseries shows smooth transitions between
that which are also observable in the QuaDRiGa model timeseries
The cumulative distribution function plot of the Enhanced Statistical LMS model
gives good agreement with the QuaDRiGa model, although the QuaDRiGa model
has higher simulated received signal levels. The average fade duration analysis of
shows longer fades than the Liolis-CTTC model and closer in duration to the fades of
the QuaDRiGa model. The level crossing rate analysis shows a lower number of level
crossings per wavelength than the Liolis-CTTC model and closer in duration to the
fades of the QuaDRiGa model.
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The spectrum of the enhanced channel model and the QuaDRiGa model both show
an improvement over the Liolis-CTTC model as they both provide Doppler shaping
of the small-scale variations resulting in a complex Doppler spectrum of the received
signal. It does not seem that the QuaDRiGa model’s spectrum can be described by
one single shape, with elements resembling Jakes spectrum, a flat spectrum and an
asymmetric Jake’s spectrum. All of these spectra can be implemented within the
enhanced channel model.
It is worth noting that although the Liolis-CTTC model is used as the baseline model
in this thesis, the enhancements applied through the Enhanced Statistical model may
be applied to other statistical models that incorporate a Rician distribution for the
modelling of the multipath signal components, for example, the King model [3].
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Comparison of Enhanced Model
with MIMOSA measurement data
5.1 Introduction
This chapter uses data from the European Space Agency’s (ESA) and the Fraun-
hofer Institute’s measurement campaign of the dual polarised land mobile satellite
(LMS) channel, MIMO Channel for Mobile Satellite Systems (MIMOSA), to compare
with the Enhanced Statistical LMS model and validate the model. The details of
the campaign are described and comparisons are made between the recorded data
in urban, suburban and open rural environments and the simulated timeseries from
the Enhanced Statistical LMS model under similar environmental conditions. The
results show that the Enhanced model o↵ers a good agreement to the data in terms
of timeseries, 2nd order statistics and eigenvalue decomposition. The Enhanced Sta-
tistical model also shows a better match to the MIMOSA measurement data than the
Liolis-CTTC model for the urban user environment especially in terms of having more
realistic shape and distribution of good and bad states in the timeseries, increased
levels of signal variation within states, smother state transitions, a closer agreement in
the cumulative distribution function, the average fade duration, the level crossing rate
and the eigenvalue distribution and a more realistic spectrum with Jakes spectrum
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shaping and Flat spectrum shaping appearing to be good matches to the MIMOSA
data.
5.2 The MiLADY andMIMOSAMeasurement Cam-
paigns
The ESA commissioned the Characterisation of the MIMOSA project [21] through
the ARTES programme [20] and it was implemented by the Fraunhofer Institute.
MIMOSA followed on from the Mobile Satellite Channel with Angle Diversity project
(MiLADY) [22], also funded by the ESA and conducted by the Fraunhofer Institute.
The MiLADY campaign focused on measurements of the LMS channel using spatial
diversity implemented with transmissions from multiple satellites. The aim of the
project was to obtain information regarding the azimuth-elevation angle separation
of the combinations of multiple satellites. This was achieved through the analysis
of the e↵ect of angle diversity on the statistics of the received signal from multiple
satellite. The resulting measurement data contained vast information on single-input
single-output (SISO) and multiple-input single-output (MISO) LMS channels and
an informed channel model, the MiLADY model, based on the measurements was
created which provided parameter databases for various satellite elevation and azimuth
angles for single satellite reception [17] and for dual satellite reception [53]. The
MIMOSA project was designed to fill the gap that existed in multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) satellite measurements and validated LMS channel models using dual
polarised antenna. It aimed to quantify the capacity increase for mobile reception and
evaluate the potential benefits of using in a satellite system what had proven to be a
highly advantageous antenna configuration in terrestrial systems
5.2.1 MIMOSA set-up
The MIMOSA measurement campaign was an extensive campaign comprising of mea-
surements of S-band transmissions to a mobile receiver based on the roof of a moving
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car and is described in [21],[7],[51]. The campaign consisted of two separate exper-
iments; firstly the Channel Measurement Equipment (CME) obtained narrowband
data from real W2A satellite transmissions in multiple receiver environments taken in
three locations: Berlin, Lake Constance and Erlangen, and secondly a RUSK satellite
emulator in an urban environment provided a more detailed analysis of the multi-
path angle of arrival (AoA) measurements for implementation of a wideband semi-
deterministic model.
Transmissions consisted of a satellite signal at an S-band frequency of 2.187 GHz, with
left-hand circularly polarised (LHCP) and right-hand circularly polarised (RHCP)
signals transmitted in parallel. A multitone signal was used containing several carrier
wave signals, described in the MIMOSA literature as an orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) waveform reduced to continuous pilots by stripped of additional
payload data.
The mobile receiver consisted of various antennas mounted on the roof of the moving
car, multiple antennas allowing for comparison between a di↵erent antenna architec-
tures, including single-input multiple-output (SIMO), MISO and MIMO. Five anten-
nas were used: one RHCP Single Polarisation Circular (SPC) antenna, one LHCP
SPC antenna, two Dual Polarisation Circular (DPC) antenna each with RHCP and
LHCP outputs, and a Vertical Polarised (VP) antenna. This provided 7 output ports
that allowed for 6 di↵erent antenna architectures to be recorded. A SIMO scenario
was measured using the two LHCP ports from DPC1 and DPC2. Three MIMO sce-
narios were measured, one co-located with LHCP and RHCP from DPC1, one with a
31 cm separation with LHCP from DPC1 and RHCP from DPC2 and another with a
40.5 cm separation with LHCP from SPC1 and RHCP from SPC2. Finally a MISO
scenario was measured using the output from the VP antenna.
The DPC and SPC antenna used had properties consistent with commercial polarised
antennas currently available for mobile devices of 5 dB and 10 dB respectively.
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5.2.2 MIMOSA Data Analysis
The recorded data is initially classified according to the correct environment., e.g.
urban, suburban, etc. Then the channel matrix data was created by normalising
and reformatting the data to create 12 signal bins per antenna per polarisation at a
constant speed of 50.78 km/h. The frequency o↵-set is compensated for and statistical
analysis of the full data was performed. The narrowband small scale fading (SSF)
data was extracted and the large scale fading (LSF) data calculated.
5.2.3 MIMOSA Database
The result of the MIMOSA measurements is a large database of various environments:
open rural, suburban, urban, forest, commercial and highway. Within each environ-
ment, each measurement is further classified to describe the environment in detail.
For example urban environments may be highly dense areas with high buildings and
dense tra c or areas with either narrow or wide streets, and thus classified as urban1
or urban2.
The data is separated and stored in two formats: LSF-TS data and SSF-TS data. The
LSF-TS data consists of timeseries data containing information about the large scale
fading parameters and therefore describes the slow fading e↵ects of the channel. The
SSF-TS data contains the timeseries with the detailed small-scale fast fading e↵ects
of the channel. The SSF-TS is sampled at a very high frequency to include the details
of these fast-fading e↵ects, i.e. 4232 Hz.
The structure of the database is such that the data is classified by environment,
environment sub-type and antenna combination used.
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5.3 Analysis of the Urban Environment
5.3.1 Timeseries
Figure 5.1 shows the timeseries for the Enhanced Statistical model, the Liolis-CTTC
model and the MIMOSA measurement data for a mobile travelling at 50 km/h through
an urban environment. Both the Liolis-CTTC timeseries and the Enhanced Statistical
model are simulated with an antenna cross-polarisation discrimination (XPD) of 10 dB
to match the conditions of that presented in the MIMOSA measurement.
The MIMOSA measurement data shows a greater variation in the magnitude of the
received signal than in the received signal in the timeseries produced by either statis-
tical model. This is particularly evident in the cross-polarisation subchannels. For the
statistical models the level of variation in the cross-polarisation channels (RHCP/L-
HCP, LHCP/RHCP) mirrors the level of variation in the co-polarisation channels
(RHCP/RHCP, LHCP/LHCP). If there is a particularly good state with a low level
of co-polarised signal magnitude variation within the state, then the corresponding
cross-polarisation signal demonstrates a similarly low level of signal magnitude vari-
ation. If there is a bad state with a high level of variation of the signal magnitude
in the co-polarisation subchannels then there is also a high level of variation in the
signal magnitude in the corresponding cross-polarisation subchannels.
In the MIMOSA measurement data, the level of variation in the cross-polarisation
subchannels is greater than that in the co-polarisation subchannels in every state. In
addition, although there isn’t a very clear di↵erence between the two co-polarisation
subchannels, there is a clear di↵erence between the two cross-polarisation subchannels.
The state transitions in the timeseries of the Enhanced Statistical model gives a better
resemblance to the state transitions in the MIMOSA measurement data, as seen in
Figure 5.2. The MIMOSA timeseries and the Enhanced Statistical model timeseries
show smooth state transitions, Figure 5.3. One observable feature in the MIMOSA
data timeseries is the amount of variation that occurs in the cross-polarisation sig-
nal, i.e. subchannels LHCP/RHCP and RHCP/LHCP. This is particularly evident
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in Figure 5.2 between 280 and 300m. This level of variation is not demonstrated
in the Enhanced LMS model, the signal variation is more uniform within states.
Both timeseries in Figure 5.2 begin with similar good states with the co-polarisation
subchannel LHCP/LHCP having a signal magnitude of approximately 0 dB. In the
MIMOSA timeseries the cross-polarisation LHCP/RHCP signal magnitude for this
state is approximately -10 dB, however the lowest value of the LHCP/RHCP signal is
approximately -40 dB. In the Enhanced model timeseries the cross-polarisation sub-
channel LHCP/RHCP signal magnitude is also approximately -10 dB and the lowest
value of the signal magnitude in this state is approximately -20 dB.
As in the previous chapter, the unit used for the signal level in the timeseries plots
throughout this chapter is dB/LOS. This unit is to reflect the signal level plotted is
normalised with respect to the LOS power level (in dB).
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the state transitions in (a) the Liolis-CTTC model, (b)
the Enhanced Statistical Model and (c) MIMOSA measurement data all showing a
state transition sequence from good to bad to good.
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5.3.2 2nd order Statistics
5.3.2.1 CDF
Figure 5.4 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the normalised re-
ceived signal for the urban user environment for the Liolis-CTTC model, the Enhanced
Statistical LMS model with Jakes Doppler Spectrum and the MIMOSA measurement
all for a mobile receiver travelling at 50 km/h. The two models are simulated for a
journey of 100 km, the particular journey on which the MIMOSA measurement data
was 6,664m.
To make the plot easier to analyse, only one of each of the two co-polarisation and
cross-polarisation subchannels are plotted for the timeseries from the two models as
there is a high similarity between the two co-polarisation subchannels and the two
cross-polarisation subchannels. However, all four subchannels of the MIMOSA data
are plotted as there is a di↵erence between the two co-polarisation subchannels and
the two cross-polarisation subchannels. It is worth noting the variation between the
MIMOSA data plots when considering the two polarisation subchannels of the same
type. It seems evident that there is more variation between the two MIMOSA cross-
polarisation subchannels, RHCP/LHCP and LHCP/RHCP, than between the two
co-polarisation subchannels, RHCP/RHCP and LHCP/LHCP.
The CDF graphs are plotted using a logarithmic scale on each axis to highlight the
similarities and di↵erences between the models and the data.
The joint distribution which arises due to the lognormal distribution of the direct
signal and the Rician distribution of the multipath is clearly seen in the CDF plot.
At high signal levels the received signal is dominated by good states thus the signal
level may have a significant LOS component or a shadowed direct signal component
with a strong Rice factor. At low signal levels the received signal level is dominated
by the multipath component that has a Rayleigh distribution as the direct signal is
completely blocked.
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If we consider the co-polarised (RHCP/RHCP & LHCP/LHCP) subchannels plotted
in Figure 5.4 both the data and the models suggest a lognormal signal distribution
at signal levels close to and above 0 dB which then changes significantly in shape
into a Rayleigh distribution at lower signal levels with a signal power decrease of
10 dB per decade of probability. The co-polarised RHCP/RHCP subchannel of the
Enhanced Statistical model shows very close agreement to the MIMOSA co-polarised
RHCP/RHCP & LHCP/LHCP subchannels. The CDF of these co-polarised subchan-
nels indicates that the Doppler shaping of the multipath components in the Enhanced
Statistical model produces a more realistic distribution more similar to the real MI-
MOSA data than the Liolis-CTTC model, thus aiding validation of the Enhanced
Statistical model.
The cross-polarised subchannels plotted from each of the models (RHCP/LHCP) both
show close agreement to the RHCP/LHCP cross-polarised MIMOSA subchannel. The
models also both show a bump in their RHCP/LHCP cross-polarised subchannel in-
dicating a joint distribution as the rice factor decreases. For the Liolis-CTTC model
this occurs over a signal level range of ⇠ -10 dB to ⇠ -30 dB and for the Enhanced
Statistical model this occurs over a signal level range of ⇠ -10 dB to ⇠ -20 dB. This
feature is not observed in either of the MIMOSA cross-polarised subchannels. The
MIMOSA cross-polarised subchannels show a smooth Rayleigh distribution, although
the RHCP/LHCP subchannel has less signal power than the LHCP/RHCP subchan-
nel.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Function for the En-
hanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler Shaping, the Liolis-CTTC model and
the MIMOSA data for the urban user environment.
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5.3.3 Average Fade Duration
Figure 5.5 shows the average fade duration (AFD) of the normalised received signal
for an urban user environment for the original Liolis-CTTC model, the Enhanced
Statistical dual polarised LMS model and the MIMOSA measurement data, all three
timeseries sampled with a sampling frequency equivalent to that of the MIMOSA
timeseries, i.e. 4232Hz.
As with the CDF plot in the previous section, only one of each of the cross- and
co-polarisation subchannels are plotted for the analysis of the timeseries of the two
models due to the high similarity between them however, all four of the MIMOSA
data subchannels are plotted due to the variation between them.
The Liolis-CCTC model shows shorter fade durations compared to the Enhanced
Statistical model and the MIMOSA data in both the co-polarised and cross-polarised
subchannels. The MIMOSA data shows the longest fade durations of the three plots.
Figure 5.5 shows that at a signal level of 0 dB the MIMOSA co-polarisation plots
have an average fade duration of 2.5 wavelengths ( ’s) for RHCP/RHCP and 2.8
wavelengths for LHCP/LHCP, the Enhanced Statistical model has an average fade
duration of 0.6 wavelengths for RHCP/RHCP and the Liolis-CTTC model has an
average fade duration of 0.1 wavelengths for RHCP/RHCP. At a signal level of -
10 dB the AFD in wavelength for the MIMOSA data, Enhanced model and Liolis-
CTTC model are 0.7 ’s (LCHP/RHCP) & 1.1 ’s (RHCP/LHCP), 0.2 ’s, 0.08 ’s
respectively.
For the cross-polarisation subchannels, the Enhanced Statistical models’ AFD plot
gives average fade duration of similar magnitude to that of the MIMOSA data.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the Average Fade Duration in wavelengths for the
Enhanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler Shaping, the Liolis-CTTC model
and the MIMOSA data for the urban user environment, all three timeseries sam-
pled with a sampling frequency equivalent to that of the MIMOSA timeseries, i.e.
4232Hz.
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5.3.4 Level Crossing Rate
Figure 5.6 shows the Level Crossing Rate (LCR) in crossings per wavelength for the
Enhanced Statistical model, the Liolis-CTTC model and the MIMOSA data, all three
timeseries sampled with a sampling frequency equivalent to that of the MIMOSA
data, i.e. 4232Hz.
The MIMOSA data shows a significant change in the shape of the LCR curve of the
good and bad states for one of the co-polarisation plots (RHCP/RHCP) but not in
the other three plots (LHCP/LHCP, RHCP/LHCP, LHCP/RHCP). The Liolis-CTTC
plot shows the lowest amount of crossings per wavelength, with a greater variation
from the Enhanced model and the MIMOSA data at higher signal levels higher than
-10 dB. This shows that the Enhanced Statistical model’s level crossing rates are a
better representation of the measurement data. For lower signal levels, lower than
-30 dB, the two models give a good agreement to the measurement data for the cross-
polarisation subchannels.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the Level Crossing Rate in crossings per wavelength
for the Enhanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler Shaping, the Liolis-CTTC
model and the MIMOSA data for the urban user environment, all three timeseries
sampled with a sampling frequency equivalent to that of the MIMOSA data, i.e.
4232Hz.
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5.3.5 Eigenvalue Analysis
Figure 5.7 plots the CDFs of the eigenvalues obtained from eigen decomposition of
bad states in an urban user environment with antenna XPD of 10 dB for the MMOSA
measurement data, the Liolis-CTTC model timeseries and the Enhanced Statistical
model timeseries. The separation of the two eigenvalue distribution curves  1 and  2
in the Liolis-CTTC plot show that this model gives a better gain from polarisation
multiplexing than is achieved in the measurement data from MIMOSA. The Enhanced
Statistical model gives a greater separation between the two eigenvalue distribution
curves  1 and  2 , therefore, demonstrating more accurately the achievable gains
through polarisation multiplexing.
Figure 5.8 plots the CDFs of the eigenvalues obtained from eigen decomposition of
good states in an urban user environment with antenna XPD of 10 dB for the MMOSA
measurement data, the Liolis-CTTC model timeseries and the Enhanced Statistical
model timeseries. The plot shows good agreement between the two models and the
measurement data with all three showing rich polarisation multiplexing within the
good states. Both the Liolis-CTTC model and the Enhanced Statistical model give a
good approximation of the polarisation multiplexing achievable in the real measure-
ment of the dual polarised LMS channel.
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Figure 5.7: Eigenvalue analysis: comparison of the eigenvalues obtained during
bad states for the Enhanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler Shaping, the
Liolis-CTTC model and the MIMOSA data for the urban user environment.
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Figure 5.8: EigenAnalysis: comparison of the eigenvalues obtained during good
states for the Enhanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler Shaping, the Liolis-
CTTC model and the MIMOSA data for the urban user environment.
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5.4 Spectrum Analysis
Figure 5.9 shows the spectrum of the Enhanced Statistical model simulated using both
the Jakes spectrum and a flat spectrum within the frequency range -100Hz to 100Hz,
the Liolis-CTTC model and the MIMOSA data for an urban user environment for a
mobile travelling at 50 km/h. Comparison of the spectra of the two statistical models
show that the inclusion of Doppler e↵ects in the Enhanced Statistical model o↵ers a
more realistic description of the spectral properties of the channel.
The Jakes Spectrum gives a good approximation of the MIMOSA spectrum as the
general shapes of the spectra are similar. If we consider the spectrum of the MIMOSA
channel, it appears to more closely resemble a uniform spectrum. It may be possible
to further increase the similarity between the frequency response of the Enhanced
Statistical Model and the MIMOSA channel measurements by creating and applying
a more complex Doppler shape after careful analysis of the frequency response during
particular states in the real data from the MIMOSA campaign.
Further work could include careful analysis of the MIMOSA data to identify the
Doppler shapes associated with good and bad states and particular events along the
recorded journey in order to better inform the modelling process of the Enhanced
Statistical model.
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Figure 5.9: Four plots showing the frequency response in the urban user environ-
ment of the Enhanced Statistical Model with Jakes Doppler spreading (top left),
the Enhanced Statistical with Flat Doppler spreading (top right). Also included for
comparison are the frequency response of the Liolis-CTTC model (bottom left) and
the MIMOSA data (bottom right). The four MIMO subchannels are plotted, i.e the
two co-polarisation subchannels RHCP/RHCP & LHCP/LHCP and the two cross-
polarisation subchannels RHCP/LHCP & LHCP/RHCP. The Doppler frequency is
plotted as a function of the sampling frequency (fs) which has di↵erent inherent
values for the channel model simulators and real-life measurement data.
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5.5 Analysis of the Suburban Environment
5.5.1 Timeseries
Figure 5.10 shows the timeseries for a mobile travelling within the suburban user envi-
ronment at 50 km/h generated with the Enhanced Statistical Model and the MIMOSA
data with antenna XPD of 10 dB.
The timeseries for the suburban user environment shows that in comparison to the
timeseries for urban environment plotted in Figure 5.1, the Enhanced Statistical
model’s received signal spend more time at higher signal magnitudes. Also the time-
series in general does not go to as low signal magnitudes in either good or bad states,
this is to be expected as the suburban user environment is not as challenging as the
urban environment for the propagating mobile satellite signal. In comparison to the
MIMOSA data timeseries, the Enhanced models’s timeseries also show that in general
it has higher signal magnitudes throughout the plotted journey and has less variation
in both the co-polarisation subchannels and the cross-polarisation subchannels.
The smooth state transitions are observable, particularly with the state change that
occurs in the Enhanced Statistical models timeseries just after a travelled distance of
600m that is comparable in slope to the state change in the MIMOSA data timeseries
just after a travelled distance of 1600m.
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5.5.2 CDF
Figure 5.11 shows the CDF of the normalised received signal for the suburban user
environment for the Enhanced Statistical LMS model with Jakes Doppler Spectrum
and the MIMOSA measurement all for a mobile travelling at 50 km/h. The model was
used to create a simulated for a journey of 100 km, the particular journey on which
the MIMOSA measurement data was recorded was ⇠7.1 km in the highly dense urban
environment.
The four subchannels of the MIMOSA suburban data are plotted in Figure 5.11, al-
though in comparison to the MIMOSA urban data CDF plot, there isn’t as much vari-
ation between the subchannels as was observed in Figure 5.4 plot. The co-polarised
MIMOSA subchannels (RHCP/RHCP & LHCP/LHCP) in the CDF plot have an
almost identical distributions. The cross-polarised MIMOSA subchannels (RHCP/L-
HCP & LHCP/RHCP) show very similar distributions with slightly di↵erent multi-
path power at the very low signal levels. The MIMOSA data CDF plot shows a clear
joint distribution as also observed in the urban environment, with a clear Rayleigh
distribution in all subchannels at low signal levels. This feature isn’t observed in the
Enhanced Statistical model’s CDF plot, there is a smooth distribution as the signal
distribution changes from high signal level ‘good’ states to low signal level ‘bad’ states.
The low signal levels in the Enhanced Statistical model also show a Rayleigh distri-
bution at low signal levels, however the signal power is greater than that observed in
the MIMOSA data CDF plot.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Function for the En-
hanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler Shaping and the MIMOSA data for
the suburban user environment.
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5.5.3 AFD and LCR
Figure 5.12 shows the average fade duration in wavelengths of the normalised received
signal for a suburban user environment for the Enhanced Statistical dual polarised
LMS model and the MIMOSA measurement data, sampled at a frequency of 815Hz
and 4232Hz respectively. Figure 5.13 shows the level crossing rate per wavelength
of the normalised received signal for a suburban user environment for the Enhanced
Statistical dual polarised LMS model and the MIMOSA measurement data, sam-
pled at a frequency of 815Hz and 4232Hz respectively. These plots reflect the ob-
servations made from the comparison between the timeseries of the model and the
data. The AFD plot shows that for signal magnitudes of approximately -5 dB to
-20 dB, the Enhanced Statistical model’s co-polarisation RHCP/RHCP subchannel
has shorter average fade durations than the MIMOSA data. The LCR plot shows
for the Enhanced Statistical model has fewer level crossings per wavelength, espe-
cially for the co-polarisation subchannel at signal magnitudes less than -10 dB and
cross-polarisation subchannel at signal magnitudes of less than -20 dB.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the Average Fade Duration in wavelengths for the
suburban user environment for a mobile travelling at 50 km/h for Enhanced Statis-
tical model with Jakes Doppler Shaping sampled at a frequency of 815Hz and the
MIMOSA data sampled at a frequency of 4232Hz.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the Level Crossing Rate per wavelength for the sub-
urban user environment for a mobile travelling at 50 km/h for Enhanced Statistical
model with Jakes Doppler Shaping sampled at a frequency of 815Hz and the MI-
MOSA data sampled at a frequency of 4232Hz.
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5.5.4 Spectrum
Figure 5.14 shows the spectrum of the Enhanced Statistical LMS model and the MI-
MOSA data for a mobile unit travelling at 50 km/h in a suburban user environment.
The Enhanced model for the suburban environment uses the Jakes spectrum for mod-
elling the Doppler e↵ects in the small-scale fading component. The power profile of the
spectrum and the frequency range of the spectrum are very similar to that observed
in the MIMOSA spectrum. The shape of the spectrum is a U-shape as defined by the
Jakes spectrum and it had a peak at 0 dB due to the Doppler shift of the large-scale
fading component defined by the velocity of the mobile and the angle of arrival of the
direct signal, which was set to 90°. The expected U-shape of the spectrum is clear
at -100Hz although at 100Hz the spectrum appears more flat than U-shaped. The
shape of the MIMOSA spectrum mirrors this with a U-shape apparent at -100Hz and
a more flat appear at -100Hz. The peak in power due to the Doppler shift of the
large-scale fading component occurs at around -20Hz, indicating a di↵erent angle of
arrival of the direct signal than that of the model.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the spectra obtained for the timeseries of the En-
hanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler shaping (top) and the MIMOSA mea-
surement data (bottom) for the suburban user environment.
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5.6 Analysis of the Open Rural Environment
5.6.1 Timeseries
Figure 5.15 shows the timeseries for a mobile travelling within the open user environ-
ment at 50 km/h generated with the Enhanced Statistical Model and the MIMOSA
data with antenna XPD of 10 dB. This user environment shows the most noticeable dif-
ferences between the model and the data. The Enhanced model shows little variation
in the signal magnitude with the succession of good and bad states having very simi-
lar signal magnitudes. The signal magnitude of the co-polarisation subchannels rarely
falls below -5 dB in the plotted simulated journey of 7 km and the signal magnitude
of the cross-polarisation subchannels rarely falling below -15 dB. The co-polarisation
subchannels in the MIMOSA data timeseries also tends to have an average value
above -5dB but in some bad states there are short periods of time during which the
signal level falls to values down to -50 dB. The cross-polarisation subchannel in the
MIMOSA data timeseries shows a greater level of signal magnitude variation in the
cross-polarisation subchannels than the Enhanced model timeseries demonstrates, as
has been the case with the MIMOSA timeseries for all user environments.
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5.6.2 CDF
Figure 5.16 plots the CDF graph for the open rural user environment for the Enhanced
Statistical model and the MIMOSA data. The four subchannels of the MIMOSA data
are plotted, although in comparison to the urban and the suburban data there isn’t
as much variation between the subchannels as was observed in Figures 5.4 & 5.11,
this is not surprising considering the signal propagating in an open rural environment
encounters less scatterers and less interactions with objects which attenuate the signal
and thus create greater variations between the di↵erent subchannels in the signal.
If we consider the co-polarised subchannels in the MIMOSA data (RHCP/ RHCP &
LCHP/LHCP) and the Enhanced Statistical model (RHCP/ RHCP), at high signal
levels ⇠ 0 dB show a similar distribution reflecting high Rice factors as the received
signal will undoubtedly incorporate significant LOS components and light shadowing
components of the direct signal. At lower signal levels, i.e. ⇠ -10 dB, the model and
the MIMOSA data distributions diverge significantly with the Enhanced Statistical
model’s CDF displaying a Rician distribution and the MIMOSA data CDF displaying
a Rayleigh distribution. This indicates that the modelling of the Loo Parameters
within the open rural environment in the Enhanced Statistical model are resulting in
too high a Rice factor in comparison to the scenario reflected in the real-life data. The
cross-polarised subchannels in the MIMOSA data (RHCP/LHCP & LCHP/RHCP)
show a Rayleigh distribution whereas the Enhanced Statistical model’s cross-polarised
subchannel (RHCP/LHCP) shows a Rician distribution. To resolve this issue and
make the model more accurate, further work that could be achieved outside the scope
of this thesis would be to carefully analyse individual states within the MIMOSA
data for open rural environments and extract information about the signal mean
and standard deviation and multipath power in order to inform a more realistic Loo
parameters generation process.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Function for the open
rural user environment for the Enhanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler Shap-
ing and the MIMOSA data.
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5.6.3 ACF and LCR
Figure 5.17 and 5.18 show the Average Fade Duration in wavelengths and the Level
Crossing Rate per wavelength respectively for the open user environment for a mobile
travelling at 50 km/h for Enhanced Statistical model and the MIMOSA data. Figure
5.17 shows good agreement between the Enhanced model and the MIMOSA data for
the average fade duration for the cross-polarisation subchannels above signal magni-
tudes of ⇠10 dB and co-polarisation subchannels above signal magnitudes of ⇠ dB.
The Enhanced model doesn’t extend to signal magnitudes below this for the open
user environment.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the Average Fade Duration in wavelengths for the
open user environment for a mobile travelling at 50 km/h for Enhanced Statisti-
cal model with Jakes Doppler Shaping sampled at a frequency of 815Hz and the
MIMOSA data sampled at a frequency of 4232Hz.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of the Level Crossing Rate per wavelength for the open
user environment for a mobile travelling at 50 km/h for Enhanced Statistical model
with Jakes Doppler Shaping sampled at a frequency of 815Hz and the MIMOSA
data sampled at a frequency of 4232Hz.
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5.6.4 Spectrum
Figure 5.19 shows the spectrum of the Enhanced Statistical model and the MIMOSA
data for a mobile unit travelling at 50 km/h in an open user environment.
The Enhanced model for the open environment uses the Jakes spectrum for modelling
the Doppler e↵ects in the small-scale fading component, although the shape of the
spectrum is quite flat at the maximum and minimum Doppler frequencies of -100 and
100Hz. The MIMOSA spectrum Is similar in shape to that of the Enhanced Statistical
model, a peak at -10Hz indicates an angle of arrival of the direct signal just greater
than 90°and the general shape of the spectrum appear flat with rounded edges at
the maximum and minimum Doppler frequencies. The spectrum’s maximum Doppler
frequency is lower than expected at approximately 90Hz indicating the spectrum
might be better modelled using an Asymmetric Jakes spectrum.
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the spectra obtained for the timeseries of the En-
hanced Statistical model with Jakes Doppler shaping (top) and the MIMOSA mea-
surement data (bottom) for the open user environment.
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5.7 Summary
The enhancements made to the statistical model prove to have improved upon the
Liolis-CTTC model and this is evident in a number of features in the timeseries output
of the models in comparison with the MIMOSA measurement data. The timeseries
of the enhanced model better resembles the measurement data, the signal magnitude
within the good and bad states has a wider range of values and the variation of
the signal magnitude is greater within states. The smooth state transition process
is more realistic and mirrors the state transitions in the measurement data. The
CDF, AFD and LCR show a better agreement between the enhanced model and
the measurement data. The eigenvalue distribution of the enhanced model and the
measurement data show a better agreement for the bad states providing better insight
into the polarisation multiplexing gain associated with the channel. The spectrum of
the enhanced model shows a great improvement over the baseline Liolis-CTTC model
and the MIMOSA measurement data show similarities to the Jakes and Uniform
spectra for the urban user environment.
The suburban environment and the open environment show less similarity to the
MIMOSA measurement data, more variation needs to be introduced to these user en-
vironments to resemble the amount of variation of the measurement data, particularly
in the cross-polarisation subchannels. These user environments do not have the same
range of signal magnitudes as the measurement data.
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Conclusions and Further Work
6.1 Review of Research Objectives
The aim of the research for this thesis was to build upon the current state-of-the-
art research into multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) implementation in the land
mobile satellite channel and create a statistical model for simulating transmissions in
this channel. The importance of creating an accurate channel model is that it can
then be used for further analysis of the to potential gains achievable through the im-
plementation of polarisation multiplexing in the mobile satellite context. The impact
of dual polarisation in the land mobile satellite can be assessed through simulation
and other aspects of the communications system can be designed and tested.
Land mobile satellite (LMS) channel models for S-band frequencies were reviewed
and it was identified that a gap existed in which dual polarised channel models were
underdeveloped, in addition channel measurements of the dual polarised LMS channel
did not yet exist. It is worth noting that since starting this research, channel measure-
ments from the MIMO Channel for Mobile Satellite Systems (MIMOSA) measurement
campaign have become available and thus informed development of more sophisticated
models such as the Quasi Deterministic Radio channel Generator (QuaDRiGa).
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The primary aim of this research was to produce a statistical model for the dual
polarised (DP) MIMO LMS channel that built on previously published statistical
models whichconsolidated validated single-input single-output (SISO) LMS channel
model aspects with MIMO aspects achieved through polarisation. The main objective
of the new channel model was to include improvements and enhancements to baseline
statistical models to create a more accurate timeseries better resembling transmis-
sions obtained in real-life scenarios. This objective was achieved and a realistic and
easy-to-use channel model and simulation tool was created. The enhancements incor-
porated to create the Enhanced Statistical DP MIMO LMS channel model included
improvements to the modelling process to increase the reliability of the model output
and the addition of modelling procedures to simulate physical e↵ects on the signal
create a more realistic model output.
6.2 Review of Methodology
Literature on the research of LMS channel models revealed the lack of a detailed
channel model for dual polarised MIMO. In order to create a more detailed model,
validated statistical approaches of modelling wireless communication channels, dual
polarised MIMO channels and SISO LMS channels were considered and aspects were
applied to the dual polarised MIMO LMS channel.
The Liolis-CTTC model was used as a baseline model and enhancements were applied
to achieve the Enhanced Statistical dual polarised LMS model. This output of this
new model was analysed through the generation of a timeseries of a simulated sig-
nal transmitted from a satellite and received by a land-based mobile user in various
environments. Statistical analysis of the model output was also conducted through
the analysis of the cumulative distribution function (CDF), the average fade duration
(AFD), the level crossing rate (LCR), eigenvalue analysis and frequency spectrum
analysis. The model output was compared to the output of the Liolis-CTTC model
as an initial test and also compared to the more complex and detailed Quasi Deter-
ministic Radio channel Generator (QuaDRiGa) model output. The results of this
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comparison with these two leading models confirmed the validity of the model. In
addition to comparison with other models of the dual polarised MIMO LMS channel,
the output of the new model was compared with data from real channel measurements
from the MIMO Channel for Mobile Satellite Systems (MIMOSA) campaign. This
output of the model in the urban environment showed a better agreement with the
data in comparison to the original baseline statistical model. The main aspects of the
validation process were the successful modelling of the Doppler shifts in the multipath
component of the received signal and the improved statistical probability distribution
of the received signal envelope observed in the CDF plots.
6.3 Achievements and Limitations
To create the 2x2 channel matrix for the dual polarised MIMO LMS channel the
direct signal component and the multipath signal component are generated separated
and added together. A step-by-step guide to this process is given in Chapter 3. The
new model included enhancements in the process of generating the separate signal
components and also in the method of creating the changes in signal power level that
occur due to the e↵ects of the user environment.
Modelling of the direct signal component is improved by a number of enhancements.
Firstly, the method of implementing the temporal correlation in the direct signal
component is addressed; the direct signal was generated with a sample rate equivalent
to one sample per metre, filtered with a single coe cient IIR filter and interpolated to
match the sample rate of the multipath component. This new method was found to
eliminate the observable high frequency components introduced to the direct signal by
low-pass filtering alone based on a sampling period of 0.0012 s and the new method also
produces a correlated direct signal series with the required exponential autocorrelation
function (ACF).
Secondly, the method of implementing the spatial correlation in the four subchannels
of the 2x2 channel matrix in the direct signal component and the multipath signal
component is implemented through the Weichselberger method. In this method a
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covariance matrix is created based on the eigen-decomposition of the covariance ma-
trices of the receiver and the transmitter. This is an improvement over the Kronecker
method of obtaining the covariance matrix for the channel by calculating the Kro-
necker product of the covariance matrices of the receiver and the transmitter as the
Weichselberger does not assume the channel is separable.
The modelling of the states that define the quality of the signal power and reception
was modified to incorporate a semi-Markov chain model. This process determines the
duration of individual states from lognormal distributions. The process of transitions
between di↵erent state types was adapted to include a state transition slope in which
the signal magnitude is gradually changed from the mean signal magnitude of one
state to the mean signal magnitude of the next state. The signal magnitude for each
sample is determined by imposing a Loo parameter triplet onto each sample in a
randomly generated series, the Loo parameter triplet doesn’t change within a state
and describes the direct signal mean and standard deviation and multipath power.
The slope between states was achieved by determining the value of the slope from a
mean slope of 5 dB, calculating the number of samples required to achieve the desired
slope and generating samples of successively changing Loo parameter triplets to insert
into the Loo parameter triplet series.
The main contribution of this work was in achieving an accurate method for the
modelling of the Doppler spreading in the multipath components of the signal. To
accurately represent the e↵ects of the movement of the mobile receiver unit, Doppler
frequency shifts in the direct signal and the multipath signal were included in the
channel model. A Doppler shift was applied to the direct signal component based on
the velocity of the mobile, the angle of arrival of the signal and the satellite elevation
angle and also to the multipath component. To model each of the theoretical multi-
path components experiencing a Doppler shift, a complex spectrum is designed and
applied to the multipath component through autoregressive IIR filtering. A number
of Doppler spectra where investigated including the Jakes Doppler spectrum which
closely resembled the spectrum observed in the MIMOSA data.
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A method of generating the timeseries output of the channel at a rate equivalent to the
transmission rate in a typical S-band satellite communication system without increas-
ing the simulation time by an unacceptable amount or distorting the characteristics of
the timeseries was developed. This involved a multirate filtering technique comprised
of a combination of polyphase and linear interpolation to interpolate the data to the
require sample rate. This method provides an improved preservation of the second
order statistics of the timeseries than obtained through linear interpolation alone and
analysis showed the technique obtained good preservation of the implemented Doppler
spectrum.
The limitations of the model and the adopted methodology include the lack of ability
in the new statistical model to simulate specific environmental features or scenarios
to analyse the e↵ects of a particular event on the propagating signal. This is a
drawback or limitation of the statistical modelling process that can only be overcome
by considering a di↵erent type of model. However, alternative forms of channel model
such as deterministic or ray-tracing algorithm models have other drawbacks associated
with them such as high complexity and high computational load. The statistical model
is useful for determining the general and long-term characteristics of the channel.
The model also relies on parameters and made available in literature from experi-
mental data from various measurement campaigns of the SISO LMS channel. Thus
this can lead to a lack of flexibility if parameters for a particular scenario have not
been published. As is described in the next section on future areas of research leading
from this project, it would be interesting to derive statistical parameters from the
MIMOSA data to use as inputs to the channel model, this would result in a highly
specialised dual polarised MIMO LMS channel model.
6.4 Further Work
The thesis has achieved the original aim of developing a statistical model for simulating
the dual polarised MIMO LMS channel capable of producing realistic timeseries for
the analysis of the channel. Although it is clear than this model works best for the
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urban user environment; when the output is compared to real measurement data from
the suburban and open user environments, the modelling of the statistical distribution
of the dynamic range of the signal does not quite match that observed in the real data.
It is observed in the CDF plots that the k-factor controlling the Rician distribution of
the multipath signals are higher in the model than in the data for the suburban and
open rural environments. The model produces Loo parameters that define the Rician
distribution of the multipath components whereas the real data CDF plot suggests a
Rayleigh distribution for the multipath components. It is reasonable that the real life
data shows a greater amount of attenuation as it is subject to a much more complex
system and thus is influenced by a wide range of factors and obstacles whereas the
simulation is a more simple system, completely isolated and free from interference
from other systems. It would be worthwhile to investigate in detail the properties
of the received signal in the MIMOSA data to find the signal power magnitude &
standard deviation and to also extract the multipath power. The analysis of the
signal would be conducted for each individual state and thus provide information
regarding the statistical distribution of the received signal. When the distribution
of the direct signal magnitude, the direct signal standard deviation and multipath
power were obtained, parameters could be derived for generating these distributions
and thus Loo parameter triplets could be created based on the MIMOSA data specific
to the dual polarised LMS channel.
Another aspect for future development is to improve the modelling of the state transi-
tion process to include a more realistic method of determining the slope of the signal
magnitude during a transition. If we consider a scenario in which a user moves along-
side a building that blocks the signal resulting in a bad state and a state transition
occurs as the user moves causing the building to no longer blocks the signal resulting
in a good state; the physics of di↵raction a↵ects the signal when it is incident on
the edge of the building during the transition period. The closer the user is to the
building the steeper the slope in signal magnitude will be during the state transition.
Detailed knowledge of the physics of knife-edge di↵raction and careful analysis of the
state transitions in the MIMOSA data in various environments would help inform an
improved state transition modelling process.
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The enhancements made in this model, particularly the modelling of the Doppler
e↵ects and the Doppler shaping of the multipath signal components could be applied
to other models of the dual polarised MIMO LMS channel, for example the King
model [3].
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Tables of Important Parameters
Table A.1: Parameters assumed for the simulation of the 2x2 dual polarised
MIMO-LMS channel. [1]
Parameter Open Rural Suburban Urban
frequency 2.2GHz 2.2GHz 2.2GHz
polarisation RHCP/LHCP RHCP/LHCP RHCP/LHCP
mobile UT speed 50km/h 50km/h 50km/h
satellite elevation 40o 40o 40o
XPDenv 15dB 6dB 5dB
XPDant 15dB 15dB 15dB
⇢˜tx 0.4 0.5 0.5
⇢˜rx 0.5 0.5 0.5
C¯ 1.00 0.86 0.85 0.90 1.00 0.76 0.76 0.83 1.00 0.86 0.86 0.92
(4x4 matrix) 0.86 1.00 0.91 0.87 0.76 1.00 0.83 0.75 0.86 1.00 0.89 0.85
0.85 0.91 1.00 0.88 0.76 0.83 1.00 0.78 0.86 0.89 1.00 0.93
0.90 0.87 0.88 1.00 0.83 0.075 0.78 1.00 0.92 0.85 0.93 1.00
% Appendix B
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Appendix A. Tables of Important Parameters
Table A.4: 1/e autocorrelation distances obtained by [3] from experimental data
Polarisation sub-channelOpen Rural (m) Suburban (m)Urban (m)
Co-polarised 23 120 128
Cross-polarised 29 128 129
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Appendix B
QuaDRiGa parameters
Below is an example of the parameters files contained within the QuaDRiGa software
package. The parameters below are for the MIMOSA scenario for a satellite elevation
range of 35 - 45 ° for both LOS and NLOS conditions.
% =========================================
Config File for scenario ”MIMOSA 35-45 NLOS”
Characterisation of the MIMO Channel for Mobile SAtellite Systems (Acronym: MI-
MOSA)
Satellite Elevation Range 35-45 deg, Non-Line of Sight
% =========================================
%Channel model parameters
%See: MIMOSA TN6.1 Data Analysis Report RUSK, Appendix B
% =========================================
%These parameters were extracted from a terrestrial measurement from a high build-
ing in downtown Berlin, Germany. It is till open, how well they describe a real satellite
scenario. The amount of measurement data for those parameters was also quite small,
limiting the statistics.
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%Large Scale Parameter Statistics DS mu = -7.1 % Delay Spread (DS) / [log10([s])]
mu
DS sigma = 0.3 % Delay Spread (DS) / [log10([s])] sig3
%The K-Factor from TN6.1 is very unrealistic. The extraction was probably done
with a di↵erent method. In order to make the results more realistic, we use the K-
Factor from ”BERLIN UMa NLOS”. KF mu = -6.3 % K-factor (KF) / [dB] mu
KF sigma = 3.7 % K-factor (KF) / [dB] sig
AS A mu = 1.8 % Azimuth Angle of Arrival Spread (ASA) / [log10([degrees])] mu
AS A sigma = 0.2 % Azimuth Angle of Arrival Spread (ASA) / [log10([degrees])] sig
ES A mu = 1.3 % Elevation Angle of Arrival Spread (ESA) / [log10([degrees])] mu
ES A sigma = 0.2 % Elevation Angle of Arrival Spread (ESA) / [log10([degrees])] sig
SF sigma = 4.3 % Shadow fading (SF) / [dB] sig
xpr mu = 7.5 % XPR / [dB] mu
xpr sigma = 2.6 % XPR / [dB] sig
% Correlation Distances
DS lambda = 12 % DS correlation distance / [m]
KF lambda = 3 % KF correlation distance / [m]
AS A lambda = 11.5 % ASA correlation distance / [m]
ES A lambda = 1.5 % ESA correlation distance / [m]
SF lambda = 23 % SF correlation distance / [m]
% Cross correlations
ds kf = -0.52 % DS vs KF
asA ds = 0.54 % ASA vs DS
esA ds = -0.01 % ESA vs DS
ds sf = 0.61 % DS vs SF
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asA kf = -0.21 % ASA vs KF
esA kf = -0.03 % ESA vs KF
sf kf = -0.51 % SF vs KF
esA asA = 0.05 % ESA vs ASA
asA sf = 0.04 % ASA vs SF
esA sf = -0.09 % ESA vs SF
% =========================================
% Transmitter parameters These are mostly irrelevant due to the large distance be-
tween satellite and Earth.]]
% =========================================
% The azimuth of departure spread is estimated by utilizing the GEO orbit distance
(35,786 km) and % assuming a maximum area from which scattering can occur of 1
km. Additionally, one has to account % for the earth radius of 6,371 km. The average
elevation angle is assumed to be 40 deg. % % Formula:
% AS D mu = log10( atan( 1/( 35786 + 50/90*6371 )))
% AS D sigma = log10( atan( 1.25/( 35786 + 50/90*6371 ))) + AS D mu
% PerClusterAS D = atan( 0.025/( 35786 + 50/90*6371 ))
% % The elevation of departure is further scaled by the tilt of the earth surface.
% % Formula:
% ES D mu = log10( 40/90 * atan( 1/( 35786 + 50/90*6371 )))
% ES D sigma = log10( 40/90 * atan( 1.25/( 35786 + 50/90*6371 ))) + AS D mu
% PerClusterES D = atan( 40/90 * 0.025/( 35786 + 50/90*6371 ))
AS D mu = -4.59 % Azimuth Angle of Departure Spread (ASA) / [log10([degrees])]
mu
AS D sigma = 0.1 % Azimuth Angle of Departure Spread (ASD) / [log10([degrees])]
sig
AS D lambda = 1000 % ASD correlation distance / [m] - almost constant
PerClusterAS D = 0.00000064 % Cluster ASD / [deg] - 25 m diameter as seen from
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GEO
ES D mu = -4.95 % Elevation Angle of Departure Spread (ESD) / [log10([degrees])]
mu
ES D sigma = 0.1 % Elevation Angle of Departure Spread (ESD) / [log10([degrees])]
sig
ES D lambda = 1000 % ESD correlation distance / [m] - almost constant
PerClusterES D = 0.00000028 % Cluster ESD / [deg] - 25 m diameter as seen from
GEO
% Cross correlations % We assume all parameters at the satellite to be independent
from the receiver due to the large % distance.
asD ds = 0 % ASD vs DS
asD sf = 0 % ASD vs SF
asD asA = 0 % ASD vs ASA
asD kf = 0 % ASD vs KF
esD sf = 0 % ESD vs SF
esD kf = 0 % ESD vs KF
esD ds = 0 % ESD vs DS
esD asD = 0 % ESD vs ASD
esD asA = 0 % ESD vs ASA
esD esA = 0 % ESD vs ESA
esA asD = 0 % ESA vs ASD
% =========================================
% Additional Parameters
% These are not covered by MIMOSA but have to be provided by other sources.
% We used the parameters from ”WINNER UMa C2 NLOS” here.
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% =========================================
NumClusters = 20 % Number of clusters LOS scatter radius = 0.1 % Distance to the
LOS scatterers [m] LNS ksi = 3 % Per cluster shadowing std / [dB] r DS = 2.3 %
Delay scaling parameter rTau
PerClusterAS A = 15 % Cluster ASA / [deg] PerClusterES A = 7 % Cluster ESA /
[deg]
% =========================================
% Path Loss Model % It is assumed that there is a constant path-loss o↵set. %
=========================================
% This still has to be verified.
PL model = constant PL A = 110
% =========================================
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% Config File for scenario ”MIMOSA 35-45 LOS” % Characterisation of the MIMO
Channel for Mobile SAtellite Systems (Acronym: MIMOSA) % Satellite Elevation
Range 35-45 deg, Line of Sight %
% =========================================
% Channel model parameters % See: MIMOSA TN6.1 Data Analysis Report RUSK,
Appendix B
% =========================================
% % These parameters were extracted from a terrestrial measurement from a high
building in downtown % Berlin, Germany. It is till open, how well they describe a
real satellite scenario. % The amount of measurement data for those parameters was
also quite small, limiting the statistics.
% Large Scale Parameter Statistics
DS mu = -7.3 % Delay Spread (DS) / [log10([s])] mu DS sigma = 0.3 % Delay Spread
(DS) / [log10([s])] sig3
KF mu = 12.2 % K-factor (KF) / [dB] mu KF sigma = 6.2 % K-factor (KF) / [dB]
sig
AS A mu = 1.6 % Azimuth Angle of Arrival Spread (ASA) / [log10([degrees])] mu
AS A sigma = 0.2 % Azimuth Angle of Arrival Spread (ASA) / [log10([degrees])] sig
ES A mu = 1.6 % Elevation Angle of Arrival Spread (ESA) / [log10([degrees])] mu
ES A sigma = 0.1 % Elevation Angle of Arrival Spread (ESA) / [log10([degrees])] sig
SF sigma = 2.5 % Shadow fading (SF) / [dB] sig xpr mu = 8 % XPR / [dB] mu
xpr sigma = 2.4 % XPR / [dB] sig
% Correlation Distances
DS lambda = 52.5 % DS correlation distance / [m] KF lambda = 55 % KF correlation
distance / [m] AS A lambda = 56 % ASA correlation distance / [m] ES A lambda =
3 % ESA correlation distance / [m] SF lambda = 56 % SF correlation distance / [m]
% Cross correlations
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ds kf = -0.6 % DS vs KF asA ds = 0.54 % ASA vs DS esA ds = -0.03 % ESA vs DS
ds sf = 0.41 % DS vs SF asA kf = -0.51 % ASA vs KF esA kf = 0.06 % ESA vs KF
sf kf = -0.53 % SF vs KF esA asA = -0.2 % ESA vs ASA asA sf = 0.67 % ASA vs
SF esA sf = -0.04 % ESA vs SF
% =========================================
% Transmitter parameters % These are mostly irrelevant due to the large distance
between satellite and Earth.
% =========================================
% The azimuth of departure spread is estimated by utilizing the GEO orbit distance
(35,786 km) and % assuming a maximum area from which scattering can occur of 1
km. Additionally, one has to account % for the earth radius of 6,371 km. The average
elevation angle is assumed to be 40 deg. % % Formula: % AS D mu = log10( atan(
1/( 35786 + 50/90*6371 ))) % AS D sigma = log10( atan( 1.25/( 35786 + 50/90*6371
))) + AS D mu % PerClusterAS D = atan( 0.025/( 35786 + 50/90*6371 )) % % The
elevation of departure is further scaled by the tilt of the earth surface. % % Formula:
% ES D mu = log10( 40/90 * atan( 1/( 35786 + 50/90*6371 ))) % ES D sigma =
log10( 40/90 * atan( 1.25/( 35786 + 50/90*6371 ))) + AS D mu % PerClusterES D
= atan( 40/90 * 0.025/( 35786 + 50/90*6371 ))
AS D mu = -4.59 % Azimuth Angle of Departure Spread (ASA) / [log10([degrees])]
mu AS D sigma = 0.1 % Azimuth Angle of Departure Spread (ASD) / [log10([degrees])]
sig AS D lambda = 1000 % ASD correlation distance / [m] - almost constant Per-
ClusterAS D = 0.00000064 % Cluster ASD / [deg] - 25 m diameter as seen from
GEO
ES D mu = -4.95 % Elevation Angle of Departure Spread (ESD) / [log10([degrees])]
mu ES D sigma = 0.1 % Elevation Angle of Departure Spread (ESD) / [log10([degrees])]
sig ES D lambda = 1000 % ESD correlation distance / [m] - almost constant PerClus-
terES D = 0.00000028 % Cluster ESD / [deg] - 25 m diameter as seen from GEO
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% Cross correlations % We assume all parameters at the satellite to be independent
from the receiver due to the large % distance.
asD ds = 0 % ASD vs DS asD sf = 0 % ASD vs SF asD asA = 0 % ASD vs ASA
asD kf = 0 % ASD vs KF esD sf = 0 % ESD vs SF esD kf = 0 % ESD vs KF esD ds
= 0 % ESD vs DS esD asD = 0 % ESD vs ASD esD asA = 0 % ESD vs ASA esD esA
= 0 % ESD vs ESA esA asD = 0 % ESA vs ASD
% =========================================
% Additional Parameters % These are not covered by MIMOSA but have to be pro-
vided by other sources.
% We used the parameters from ”WINNER UMa C2 LOS” here.
% =========================================
NumClusters = 8 % Number of clusters LOS scatter radius = 0.1 % Distance to the
LOS scatterers [m] LNS ksi = 3 % Per cluster shadowing std / [dB] r DS = 2.5 %
Delay scaling parameter rTau
PerClusterAS A = 12 % Cluster ASA / [deg] PerClusterES A = 7 % Cluster ESA /
[deg]
% =========================================
% Path Loss Model
% It is assumed that there is a constant path-loss o↵set.
% =========================================
% This still has to be verified.
PL model = constant
PL A = 95
% =========================================
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